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One of the most stressful aspects 
of college life took place on Feb. 
27—the Housing Lottery. 
 “It went really well. It was very 
smooth and very calm overall,” As-
sistant Director of Residence Life 
Kelly Ammendolia said. 
Ammendolia stated that the only 
aspect of the Housing Lottery that 
was changed between this year and 
last year was that “we slightly adjust-
ed the times so that the beginning 
groups had more time—there was 
more leeway between group times.”
Overall, it seemed that students 
were satisfied by the Housing Lot-
tery this year. 
Freshman Martin Klingbeil de-
scribed the event as being very orga-
nized. “It seemed that pretty much 
everyone got into something decent 
even if it wasn’t exactly what he or 
she wanted,” Klingbeil said.
“Last year, the check-in process 
for Group 1 ran longer so we were 
behind from the start,” Ammendo-
lia said. “This year we went right on 
time.” 
“I haven’t heard of anyone being 
unhappy about what they ended 
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Activism 
Summit 
promotes 
collectivity
By KIMBERLEE FREDERICK
In an effort to unite the causes 
and intentions of each of Puget 
Sound’s student activism groups, 
the Campus Activism Summit, held 
on March 1, outlined a plan to estab-
lish a broader network of communi-
cation and coordination amongst 
the many existing causes for cam-
pus, community and societal better-
ment.
A bit of technical difficulty at 
the start of the event gave attend-
ees from myriad campus organiza-
tions—including VAVA, B-GLAD, 
Students for a Sustainable Campus 
and Interfaith groups—the chance 
to interact before the evening got 
underway. The presence of free food 
and nametags upon which guests 
were invited to list their name and 
social service passion set the stage 
for the discussion of the impor-
tance of a collective community that 
would follow. 
Caitlin Van Patten, the Student 
Social Justice Coordinator for the 
department of Spirituality, Service 
and Social Justice (SSSJ), was the 
primary organizer of the summit. 
The first portion of the event con-
sisted of a talk given by Van Pat-
ten that outlined her goals for what 
she hopes will become an effective, 
campus-wide system of interaction 
between social service groups.
“It’s the pilot program of some-
thing bigger I’d like to start on cam-
pus,” Van Patten said. “I’d like to 
create more collaborative, cohesive 
campus communication.” 
see HOUSING page 2
see ACTIVISM page 2
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Snowy days, not snow days
Housing lottery satisfies students overall
Braving Winter: Most classes were not cancelled due to snow and ice, leaving many dismayed.
University explains which wintery 
conditions result in cancellations
By CAITLIN DOXSIE
By MIKE KNAPE
After winter storms deposited 
nearly a half a foot of snow on cam-
pus but left class schedules virtual-
ly untouched, some Loggers are in-
variably wondering what exactly 
warrants a “snow day” here at Puget 
Sound. The decision to cancel classes 
or other non-essential university ser-
vices is a collaborative one that origi-
nates with Director of Security Todd 
Badham. 
“We know that 70% of students 
live on or within a mile of campus, 
so what we are really considering are 
the immediate road conditions in 
this neighborhood,” Badham said. 
“We try to be really safe, but we are 
going to do the very best we can to 
not disrupt the carefully planned, 
down-to-the-wire academic sched-
ule. We want to make sure that our 
students get their monies worth.”
Classes before 9 a.m. were can-
celled on Feb. 23 to allow faculty 
and staff more time to commute, ac-
cording to Badham. On Feb. 24, 8 
a.m. classes were cancelled in order 
to give facilities more time to make 
campus walkways safe and clear of 
snow. On a related note, the entire 
grounds crew came in at 6 a.m. on 
both days to help prepare campus. 
The conversation regarding 
whether or not to cancel classes or 
campus services usually begins the 
night before a potentially danger-
ous storm, although the unpredict-
able nature of weather in the Pacific 
Northwest and the geography of Ta-
coma’s north end often makes that 
difficult. 
Badham receives a phone call 
from security services staff by 4 a.m. 
regarding variables like snow accu-
mulation or freezing temperatures 
and the state of campus walkways 
and roads. Next, Badham calls John 
Hickey, the Associate Vice-presi-
dent for Business Services and the 
University’s risk manager, to discuss 
the situation. They then make a rec-
ommendation of whether to have 
a delayed start or cancel classes al-
together to Sarah Moore, the Asso-
ciate Academic Dean. Moore advises 
Hickey and Badham of any possible 
academic constraints to scheduling 
before they make a final decision. 
“Commuter safety is an underly-
ing  message. If you live in Olympia 
or Seattle and there is a foot of snow, 
do not come to campus. If the con-
ditions for your travel are unsafe, 
which means something different to 
everyone depending on their means, 
do not come in,” Badham said. “We 
have to be realistic about it, you can 
only compete with nature so much. 
At a certain point, everyone has to 
take responsibility for themselves 
and decide based upon that.”
The final decision is made pub-
lic before 5 a.m. in order to accom-
modate for faculty and staff com-
muting from the Seattle or Olympia 
area. Puget Sound uses three meth-
ods to inform students: the univer-
Facebook 
ticket sales 
fare well
By ANNETTE D’AUTREMONT
Facebook has become the portal 
through which to connect to every-
one, and now, everything on the In-
ternet. The social media site recently 
began selling tickets for many differ-
ent events, from movies to local fairs 
to concert series. 
Close to home, the Puyallup Fair 
has also taken hold of this Facebook 
ticketing idea and is currently sell-
ing tickets for its Concert Series. 
To use the service, you must add 
the “Puyallup Fair” application, but 
once added, you can choose to buy a 
variety of tickets for concerts held at 
the Fairgrounds during its off-sea-
son. 
Concerts include Chicago with 
the Tacoma Symphony, Big & Rich 
with Gretchen Wilson and Larry the 
Cable Guy. As of now, tickets for the 
actual Fair in the fall are not for sale.
The process to buy the Concert 
Series tickets is similar to buying 
tickets on Ticketmaster.com, but 
there is not a service charge. 
Once you add the Fair application 
and choose the concert you wish to 
attend, you are given a layout of the 
stadium and can choose what seats 
you want. 
From here, you are directed to a 
page where you enter your payment 
information. And if you choose to 
print them at home, there is not a 
shipping charge.
The idea was first introduced 
in June, when Toy Story 3 was re-
leased in theaters. Disney developed 
a Facebook application that allowed 
Facebook users to not only order 
tickets for themselves but to invite 
their friends along. 
The application is called “Tickets 
Together” and works like Fandango.
com, but again, without the service 
charge. 
Once you add the “Tickets To-
gether” application, you select the 
movie you want to see, the date and 
time you want to see it at and then 
you can choose the friends you want 
to invite. 
It is comparable to creating a 
Facebook event and will show up on 
your newsfeed after you create the 
event.
“The whole idea is that no friend 
gets left behind,” Oliver Luckett, 
senior vice president and general 
manager of DigiSynd, a Disney sub-
sidiary that manages the entertain-
ment giant’s social networking pres-
ence said in a New York Times article 
about the recent trend to sell tickets 
on Facebook. 
Student Heather Martonik calls 
Puyallup home and was surprised to 
learn the Fair was selling tickets on 
Facebook. 
“It seems weird that the Fair is 
selling tickets on Facebook, since 
it is not a very big deal,” Martonik 
said.
Martonik also said that she didn’t 
even know the Fairgrounds did off-
season concerts so “it makes sense 
that they are selling Facebook tick-
ets to make people more aware and 
up the attendance.” 
see CONDITIONS page 2
Home Sweet Home: The lottery succeeded in providing housing.
Van Patten
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sity homepage, a recorded message 
at campus ext. 4900 and a subscrip-
tion service that puts the decision on 
local news and radio. Badham want-
ed to emphasize that people should 
not call ext. 3311 regarding the deci-
sion, as inclement weather can fl ood 
security dispatchers and hinder their 
ability to respond during potentially 
dangerous times. 
“It was frustrating not really know-
ing what was going on. My professor 
for my 9 a.m. class could not make it, 
so they tried to organize a substitute. 
Th e substitute got confused and did 
not show up, so we sat in class wait-
ing for 30 minutes before fi nally leav-
ing,” sophomore Emily Webb said. “I 
think a campus email would clear ev-
erything up a lot.”
Badham said that the University 
does not use the campus emergen-
cy system, which would send out an 
email and phone messages, in order 
to reserve that for a situation that re-
quires immediate action from the 
campus. 
Badham also stressed that the de-
cision to not cancel all classes was 
made independently of the class can-
cellation on the day before Th anks-
giving break this fall. 
“We really try to accommodate 
and address each situation sepearate-
ly, there is a lot to consider. We try to 
learn from past experiences, but it is 
more of a learning curve than a con-
straint based on the number of class 
hours or days we want to have,” Bad-
ham said. 
“Th e bottom line is, we  will always 
do everything we can to make sure 
campus is safe,” Badham said.
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The following incidents have been reported to Security Services between March 1 and March 7, 2011:
Rooms Burglarized
Two student rooms in residence halls were burglarized during the week.  In both incidents the rooms were left unlocked and unattended. 
Laptop computers and iPods were taken.
 
Malicious Mischief
A student reported damage to her vehicle while it was parked on N. Lawrence Street.  She discovered deep scratches in the trunk.
 
Theft
A student reported the battery was stolen from her scooter while it was parked near Kittredge Hall.
 
Crime Prevention Tips:
·         Always secure your room or ofﬁ ce space while you are away.  Never leave personal or university property unattended or unsecured.
 
·         Help prevent crime by being an extra set of eyes and ears and reporting suspicious activity right away.  Security is open 24/7.  The 
main reporting number is 253.879.3311.  Please program this number into your phone.
 
·         During the week the Talk-A-Phone towers (Blue Light emergency telephones) were maliciously activated on two separate occasions.  
Security ofﬁ cers responded each time to ﬁ nd no one in the area in need of assistance.  Please discourage this behavior.
·         Please take a minute to consider your spring break plans and take the appropriate security measures. If your plan is to leave campus, 
take personal belongings (laptops, iPods, etc.) with you.  Consider securing your bicycle in your room.  All valuables should be removed 
from vehicles left on campus.  And of course, make sure your room (windows and door) are secure while you are away.
Courtesy of Todd A. Badham, Director of Security Services
SecurIt Y rePOrt
For SSSJ, the intention behind es-
tablishing a “campus activism net-
work” is to make more eff ective the 
activist work already being conduct-
ed by student groups.
Van Patten relayed a story about 
working on a cause for the duration 
of her freshman year, to fi nd out to-
ward the end of the year that the Va-
gina Anti-Violence Alliance (VAVA) 
also spent the entire year working 
on the same cause. It was this lack of 
communication between causes that 
made it clear to Van Patten that a 
more eff ective means of inter-school 
support could be developed. 
“What I see impeding the work 
we are able to do has been a lack of 
communication, a lack of ability to 
get everyone to know what’s going, 
on” Van Patten said. 
She went on, “So oft en many of 
us are working for the same issues. 
When we work together, we can 
learn to combat the these problems.” 
According to Patten, a regular 
meeting of activist groups is im-
portant to form a community of 
people that will make causes on 
campus stronger and more wide-
ly known. Van Patten’s hope is that 
at least twice per semester groups 
will convene to discuss their events 
and work on the most eff ective way 
to get word out to the campus com-
munity. 
Dave Wright, University Chap-
lain and Director of Spirituality and 
Justice for SSSJ, related that a ver-
sion of this year’s Campus Activism 
Summit was attempted about four 
years ago, in March of 2007. How-
ever, it was at the same time that 
the Port of Tacoma protests broke 
out over the shipment of military 
vehicles through Tacoma to Iraq, a 
high-profi le event that “completely 
changed the focus of campus social 
work,” according to Wright. 
With a new focus established this 
year, though, Van Patten and Wright 
both have optimism for the outlook 
of the eff ects of the Summit.
“It was a good idea three or four 
years ago, and this time it’s better,” 
Wright said. 
A major step toward communi-
cating activist events to the cam-
pus is currently being put forth by 
the Puget Sound’s Club Th at Goes to 
Other Clubs (CGOC). A representa-
tive [working on getting his name] 
from the club announced that an 
all-inclusive calendar is being as-
sembled and encouraged all groups 
to email their events to be included. 
[maybe a quote from this kid? 
waiting on an email back]
Like the summit itself, a collec-
tive listing like this gives a number 
of diff erent types of groups the op-
portunity to be in conversation with 
each other.
“It’s such a good way to get a lot 
of people together from diff erent 
clubs,” B-GLAD member and sum-
mit attendee Lana McMullen said. 
“It’s good to open up space to dis-
course that you wouldn’t get in oth-
er ways.”
For a listing of events includ-
ed on CGOC’s calendar so far, visit 
sites.google.com/site/loggerscgoc/. 
Also search SSSJ on Puget Sound’s 
website for a detailed collection of 
events and programs. 
up with,” sophomore Andrea Beck-
er said, “but I do know a few peo-
ple living in a suite with people they 
don’t know. A few of my friends 
also had to make plans literally at 
the last minute because the people 
they planned on living with changed 
their minds or had other commit-
ments.” 
In general, “Students seemed to 
be very pleased with the options,” 
Ammendolia said. 
“Th is year the most prime sought 
aft er spaces extended well through-
out the day. So, students with higher 
numbers had nice range of options 
to choose from,” Ammendolia ex-
plained.
Ammendolia recalled that a per-
son in Group 25 was able to get a 
spot in Trimble that they wanted. 
“It’s a relatively painless process, 
if what you want is available,” Beck-
er said. 
One of the most stressful aspects 
of the Housing Lottery is the hous-
ing number that is assigned to each 
student currently living on campus. 
“Anyone who is off  campus is wel-
come to participate, but they have to 
call us,” Ammendolia said. 
Housing numbers are assigned 
using a computer program and da-
tabase. 
“Priority is given to class stand-
ing but [the numbering] is random 
within class standing,” Ammendolia 
explained. 
Numbers are also assigned based 
on rising status (what credits stu-
dents will have by the end of this 
year) rather than current status 
(what credits students currently 
have). 
Th is distinction was the reason 
why students received a correc-
tion email from Residence Life staff  
changing their numbers. 
Seniors graduating this spring 
were inadvertently kept in the com-
puter program, increasing the hous-
ing numbers of other students. 
“We don’t have a guarantee that 
[the seniors] will graduate,” Am-
mendolia explained. Residence Life 
then had to work with the Regis-
trar’s offi  ce to guarantee that the se-
niors will be graduating and there-
fore adjusted the housing numbers 
of all the other students. 
“Ultimately the goal is to have a 
housing lottery not done this way 
but to move it online,” Ammendo-
lia said. 
ACTIVISM
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Creating Community: Students gathered to discuss making campus activism more effective. 
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www.GrandCinema.com
Tickets are
$6.50 with 
your 
student ID!
ANOTHER YEAR (PG-13)
Fri-Thurs: 5:15
THE KING’S 
SPEECH (R)
Fri: 2:35, 8:00        Sat: 12, 2:35, 9:00
Sun: 12:00, 2:35, 8:00
Mon-Thurs: 2:35, 8:00
BIUTIFUL (R)
Fri: 2:25, 5:30, 8:30
Sat/Sun: 11:30am, *2:25, 5:30, 8:30
Mon-Thurs: 2:25, 5:30, 8:30
* A discussion will follow Saturday’s 2:25pm showing
THE ILLUSIONIST (PG)
Fri: 2:10, 4:15, 6:20, 8:15
Sat/Sun: 12:15, 2:10, 4:15, 6:20, 8:15
Mon-Thurs: 2:10, 4:15, 6:20, 8:15
CEDAR RAPIDS (R)
Fri: 2:00, 4:05, 6:30, 8:40
Sat/Sun: 11:50a, 2:00, 4:05, 6:30, 8:40
Mon-Thurs: 2:00, 4:05, 6:30, 8:40
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Want your opinion to be heard?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at 
trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our new website at 
trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us. We will 
select responses each week to publish in the next issue.
By KYLE NUNES
Reading aloud in class, whether 
from a text book, an academic ar-
ticle or a novel, can be difficult for 
some students. They cannot capture 
the cadence, syllabic emphasis or 
exact pronunciation required to cor-
rectly read a passage. At a university, 
students should demonstrate a level 
of verbal proficiency which allows 
them to read in class without mak-
ing glaring errors.
However, there are many excep-
tions to this ideal and somewhat 
naïve evaluation of a student’s abil-
ity to read publicly. For nearly every 
class session, students are asked to 
contribute to discussion instead of 
sitting meekly while the instructor 
lectures. The students can ask ques-
tions, answer those of the instructor 
or offer comments in response to the 
material of the day.
There is also the option of read-
ing aloud. But an impediment of 
some kind might make this hard. A 
learning disability, declared or un-
declared, might prevent the student 
from being able to reproduce the 
written word vocally. An example of 
such a learning disability is dyslexia, 
in which the person cannot decipher 
the letters within a word, and inserts 
new ones or substitutes those on the 
page for others.
A more widely experienced ob-
stacle is “stage fright,” the fear of be-
ing judged by one’s peers for a poor 
public showing. Constant participa-
tion in class, as well as reading a text 
multiple times can help to alleviate 
this sort of anxiety.
When interviewed, senior Ben 
Merkel, a Politics and Government 
major and self-styled specialist in 
“extreme elocution,” stated, “It’s not 
remarkable when we don’t stumble. 
That being said, everybody does, 
from professors to the most golden-
voiced of us.”
“They can be nervous, they inter-
nalize this ‘don’t-f@ck-up, don’t-f@
ck-up’ mentality,” Merkel declared.
Perhaps the most common and 
intriguing impediment to verbal 
proficiency is a sheer lack of audito-
ry exposure to certain words, word 
sounds, unfamiliar jargon and the 
terse sentence structure occasionally 
employed by academic writers.
For example, a student of Ve-
dic religions might be introduced 
to the concept of the “subtle body” 
in class conversation. She has heard 
the word “subtle” before, but never 
read it. She has no reason to know 
that the letter b in the written form 
of “subtle” is silent.
However, if the night after hear-
ing the word aloud in class, the stu-
dent reads this phrase to herself, 
seeing the signs associated with the 
sounds, she might speak it phonet-
ically, as “sub-tle,” which shares the 
labial quality of “body” Thus, when 
she returns to class to talk about this 
concept, she mis-pronounces the 
first word.
The knowledge of how to pro-
nounce a word can be intuitive, es-
pecially for those who began read-
ing voraciously at an early age. Long 
term familiarity with printed lan-
guage enables a reader to distinguish 
between word roots from numerous 
Germanic, classical and romance 
languages. This exposure facilitates 
English learning and eases the pro-
cess of pronunciation.
Senior Kelly Wyman, a FLIA 
Spanish major and minor in envi-
ronmental studies, stated, “I don’t 
have a problem reading out loud. I 
don’t usually stumble over words in 
English.”
“I do get a little bit frustrated 
when people are stumbling over 
reading in English,” she continued. 
“And in Spanish, I sympathize.”
Trial and error in pronunciation is 
often the most effective teacher. Last 
year, I watched the Charlie Kaufman 
film Synecdoche, New York. I men-
tioned it in a class, and said “syn-
ecdoche” as “sin-ek-doshe,” when 
it is properly pronounced “sin-ek-
doky.” A term in classical rhetorical 
theory, synecdoche means “a part 
of something being used to refer to 
the whole,” as drawn from the OED. 
It is also employed in the film title 
as a pun. I learned this when one of 
my classmates, a kid from New York, 
said, “I think it sounds like Sche-
nectady,” which is a town in New 
York.
The only solution to the mistake 
of this latter kind of mispronuncia-
tion is research and experience. A 
student reads in private, asks how 
to say words with which she is unfa-
miliar and recites whole passages to 
improve verbal proficiency.
But still, hearing someone stum-
ble over sentence after sentence can 
be frustrating in class, especially giv-
en the preconceptions a fluent read-
er might hold as to what degree of 
language mastery native English 
speaking university students ought 
to have.
“One of the most entertaining 
things is when someone reads aloud 
a key term, passage, or name and 
they mispronounce it,” said Merkel, 
“and you get to be a douche and pro-
nounce it the right way.”
Nonetheless, the fluent reader 
has the responsibility to be patient. 
No one learns under the pressure of 
rolling eyes and ridicule. Further-
more, the fluent reader also has the 
opportunity to think of the instance 
of another’s error in terms of meta-
cognition, asking such questions as, 
“What are the psychological and so-
cial mechanisms that enable or dis-
courage a person from attaining an 
unencumbered sense of language 
and thus the confidence to repro-
duce the printed word aloud?” 
Reading aloud teaches all in earshot
By SUZY SPONGEWORTHY
Whether in a relationship or hook-
up situation, single or anywhere in 
between, everyone has access to a 
sexual goldmine. Participating in 
this act is free, cheap (no condoms 
even) and probably one of the best 
things you can do to be great in the 
sack. That wonderful act is none oth-
er than masturbation. 
Masturbating is one of those 
words, like “vagina” or “moist,” that 
makes a lot of people cringe. The 
word is pretty displeasing on the 
tongue, but the benefits of doin’ it far 
outweigh the stigmatization some 
people associate with it. 
There should be a greater move-
ment for masturbation to be a cor-
nerstone of sexual liberation, es-
pecially in a time of STD and teen 
By MEGAN EVANS
Egypt removed an egocentric 
dictator from thirty years of reign, 
and yet the U.S. cannot get a single 
politician to choose education over 
Republican beliefs.
Wisconsin Governor Scott Walk-
er’s responses have been nothing 
but dismissive of the protesters’ 
wants. As he represents the voice of 
the people, this is unacceptable.
The Wisconsin protests revolve 
around Governor Walker’s push 
to cut benefits for state workers, 
which includes teachers. His cuts 
would essentially eliminate the ef-
fectiveness of unions. 
The only power that would re-
main is effectively described in an 
editorial in the New York Times: 
“They [the unions] would be 
barred from bargaining about any-
thing except wages, and any pay in-
crease they win would be limited 
by the consumer price index.” 
In the end, unions would be 
barred from doing what they are 
made to do. 
Gov. Walker believes that the 
best way to reduce state spend-
ing (a much-needed change, as 
the state is essentially broke) is to 
slice the benefits of the state’s work-
ers. Yet he has also given tax breaks 
to large private companies, which 
would have been a source of in-
come for the state. 
Arguably the most important 
part of the state workers would be 
the teachers. Many highly educated 
people would find themselves in-
capable of making ends meet, and 
would either have to find a sec-
ond job or quit entirely to procure 
something that would pay them a 
sufficient amount. 
If they chose to stay in the school 
systems and get a second job, they 
would not be able to offer students 
as much of their time and energy. 
On the other hand, looking for a 
separate job altogether means they 
would cease to be a teacher entirely. 
This goes beyond the effect it has 
on those who are already teachers. 
Students who are looking to the job 
market to establish where they can 
make a livable amount of money 
are probably not going to see teach-
ing as a potential career.
Stop giving tax breaks to large 
private companies and citizens. 
Our society as a whole is direct-
ly affected by the education we 
achieve as a community. 
We are no longer a society of 
agrarian farmers. Americans are 
hugely dependent on the success of 
other Americans in the highly con-
nected society of today. 
Devaluing education by elimi-
nating a livable wage for teachers 
will hurt us in the future more than 
any large companies that stumble a 
little without their tax breaks.
Education should be a field that 
is always growing and evolving, 
something that is central to our so-
ciety as a whole. 
Education should matter, and if 
politicians keep choosing to ignore 
the financial needs of teachers and 
quality educators, then we will con-
tinue to see a decline in our school 
systems, and as a result, a decline in 
our society as a whole. 
Masturbation: natural 
act shouldn’t be taboo
Protests 
presage  
decline 
in market 
value of 
teaching
Great Expectations: Hold the book right side up, breathe easy.
Secret: There should be no shame in masturbation.
By MACKENZIE HEPKER
On Feb. 18, the U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives passed an amendment 
to ban Planned Parenthood from re-
ceiving any federal funding, with a 
vote of 240 to 185. This amendment, 
which Planned Parenthood CEO 
Judy Tablar has called “an extreme 
and dangerous piece of legislation,” 
will likely have devastating conse-
quences for our society if it passes in 
the Senate as well. 
The bill, proposed by Rep. Mike 
Pence (R-
IN), tar-
gets Planned 
Parenthood 
s p e c i f i c a l -
ly because 
it is known 
as the go-to 
ins t i tut ion 
for abor-
tions and 
contracep-
tives. Many House representatives 
are wary of tax-payers’ dollars be-
ing used to fund abortion. Given 
the significant amount of tax-paying 
people in this country who are mor-
ally against the practice of abortion, 
this almost seems reasonable. 
Perhaps it would be reasonable, 
if not for the fact that under “Ti-
tle X,” reproductive service provid-
ers like Planned Parenthood are al-
ready barred from federal funding 
for abortions. Supporters of this re-
cent bill may suspect that Planned 
Parenthood illegally uses this fund-
ing for abortion, and so this bill 
serves to run Planned Parenthood 
into the ground, indirectly restrict-
ing the option for people—particu-
larly people with limited budgets—
to have abortions. 
However you feel about abortion, 
this bill is absolutely terrifying be-
cause it will also directly restrict the 
ability for sexually active individuals 
to acquire free or reduced-cost con-
traceptives and STD-testing, since a 
lack of federal funding may jeopar-
dize Planned Parenthood’s ability to 
provide these services at low rates. 
A lack 
of contra-
ception can 
lead to an 
u npl an n e d 
p r e g n a n -
cy. Usually 
people don’t 
plan to get 
pregnant and 
subsequent-
ly have abor-
tions, which is why Planned Parent-
hood goes out of its way to make it 
easy to avoid that situation by pro-
viding preventative methods. 
It would have been astound-
ing for this bill to even come close 
to success in the House, given the 
clear negative implications for soci-
ety. According to the Planned Par-
enthood website, its health centers 
provide “a wide range of safe, reli-
able health care— and more than 
90 percent is preventive, primary 
care, which helps prevent unintend-
Sexual health service 
cuts threaten students
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“And yet the bill passed. Many 
are likely demanding, ‘What the 
hell? Really, Congress?’ as such 
repercussions loom forebodingly 
before them.”
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pregnancy panic. One has a 0 per-
cent chance of pregnancy or STDs 
and comfort with one’s own body 
and sexuality does wonders for one’s 
partner sex life.
Plus, doin’ it is good for you! One 
can get a lot of the same benefits 
from partner sex by masturbating, 
thanks to the big O: orgasm.
The first benefit to orgasm is pret-
ty well known: stress and tension re-
lief. The increased heart rate, blood 
flow and muscle tautness are said to 
converge to a relaxed state afterward. 
Aah. It’s like yoga, but free. 
Not only does it release stress, the 
(pseudo-)post-coital bliss following 
the rush of endorphins one gets dur-
ing orgasm has a natural tranquiliz-
ing effect, which can help lull one to 
sleep (although admittedly there is 
an occasional night here and there 
I get too riled up and sleep is more 
elusive). 
These same endorphins also in-
crease one’s pain tolerance by up to 
70 percent, as cited in Live Strong 
Online. Thus, whenever a female 
friend mentions menstrual cramps 
or pain, I 
without fail 
will advise 
her to tickle 
her fancy.
A n o t h -
er chemical 
we release 
during or-
gasm is 
p h e n e t y -
lamine, a 
natural am-
phetamine, 
which may 
help curb 
an appe-
tite for junk 
food or 
even cigarettes (livestrong.com).
It even has therapeutic value. As 
cited in Better Health, it is also a 
popular treatment for sexual dys-
function and is useful for learning to 
orgasm (mostly women) or control-
ling premature ejaculation in men 
(betterhealth.vic.gov.au). 
In fact, a big motivator to write 
this column is a friend who, up until 
recently, had never had an orgasm. 
Then I saw an inspiring movie called 
Shortbus (See it. Or else.), which 
centers around a pre-orgasmic sex 
therapist. You’ll never guess what the 
climax of the movie is (ba-dum chh). 
Smugly enough, I have regularly had 
orgasms since I was a kid (or earli-
er?), so this is a bit out of my realm 
of  “expertise.”
But I will refer those who want 
to know more to a website of 81-
year old Ph.D sexologist Betty Dod-
son and sexologist Carlin Ross, who 
is nearly half a century Betty’s ju-
nior: dodsonandross.com. It’s like 
Talk Sex with Sue Johanson, but way 
sassier and even raunchier. They are 
a great resource for instructions for 
first time orgasm, current events, 
sexual empowerment and so much 
more.
Across the board for physical, 
emotional and mental health, mas-
turbation is better than a pharma-
ceutical, which would have negative 
side effects. It is totally normal,  nat-
ural, organic and waste free. 
Natural is really the key word here. 
Even as infants during general body 
exploration we tend to masturbate. It 
is so natural that we do it freely and 
unashamedly as babes. But then as 
we approach childhood, all of a sud-
den it’s “Johnny, quit playing with 
yourself.” Why the shift? What is un-
natural is the demonization or stig-
matization of masturbation. 
An example of the former is the 
demonization by old wives’ tales and 
religion-induced guilt of rubbing 
one out. Ever hear the one about 
growing warts after an auto-after-
noon delight?
Stigmatization of masturbation 
seems to subtly permeate our cul-
ture. For example: the image of lone-
ly guys jacking 
off or reading 
in the news 
about some-
one mastur-
bating on 
the bus. And 
lest we forget 
Pink’s master-
piece “U + Ur 
Hand?” 
A n o t h e r 
s t i g m at i z e d 
concept is 
masturbation 
among those 
of the female 
p e r s u a s i o n . 
What I noticed 
when I first got to college was how 
my guy friends would brag about 
how often they did it and girls were 
more likely to deny it or shy away 
from the topic. Obviously not all 
people are like this, but I must abash-
edly admit that I, Suzy Spongewor-
thy, did not even verbalize my partic-
ipation in masturbating until a whole 
year and a half into college. Tsk tsk.
These false labels on an inherent-
ly good thing should not persist. We 
must overcome the hesitancy and 
embrace the raw power of rubbing 
one out!
And here’s best thing about mas-
turbation: anyone can do it. It is an 
equal opportunity activity that is 
good for your body, your mind and 
your sexual performance. A rub-
down a day keeps the doctors away. 
And readers, one last word to re-
member: Procrasturbation. 
By MATT KITTO
The age of celebrity, athletic or po-
litical role models is over.
Americans have become increas-
ingly fascinated with those in the 
public eye. We look towards celebri-
ties to help us decide what to wear. 
We look to athletes to decide what 
workouts to follow, energy bars to 
eat and beverages to drink. We look 
to politicians to decide our societal 
views.  
Let’s end the cycle. We need to take 
ownership of our lives and stop look-
ing to flawed individuals for clues to 
how to live our lives.  
Tiger Woods, once the king of the 
golf world and role model to many, 
saw his career derailed when his se-
cret life of adultery was exposed. Mi-
chael Vick signed the richest contract 
in NFL history but is now facing mil-
lions of dollars of debt after his con-
viction on dog fighting charges. 
Kobe Bryant admitted to adultery 
but had rape charges dropped after 
settling out of court. 
Politicians, once some of the most 
respected members of our society 
and supposedly the most virtuous, 
are merely smoke and mirrors.  El-
iot Spitzer was the 54th Governor 
of New York until his patronage of 
a high priced prostitution ring was 
brought to light. Idaho Senator Larry 
Craig was an outspoken critic of gay 
rights but was arrested on suspicion 
of lewd conduct in a men’s restroom 
at the Minneapolis-St. Paul Interna-
tional Airport.
Charlie Sheen’s cush job as a $1.8 
million per episode sitcom actor is in 
jeopardy as he slowly self-destructs. 
Amy Winehouse was a breakout 
star in 2008 but has had her share of 
drug, alcohol and criminal problems 
and is still facing a long road back to 
working musician. Lindsay Lohan 
went from rising star and teen idol to 
accused drug thief.
Examples of flawed people in the 
public eye are endless and we need to 
stop looking there for our role mod-
els. It’s time we take responsibility for 
ourselves, don’t cave to peer pressure 
and set an example for younger gen-
erations. Charles Barkeley, another 
sport star who admits he is not a role 
model, gets it.
“I don’t believe professional ath-
letes should be role models,” Barke-
ley said in a radio interview. “I 
believe parents should be role mod-
els.... It’s not like it was when I was 
growing up. My mom and my grand-
mother told me how it was going to 
be. If I didn’t like it, they said, ‘Don’t 
let the door hit you in the ass on your 
way out.’ Parents have to take better 
control.” 
Why do we need role models? 
We don’t need a celebrity to show us 
what to do on the weekend. We don’t 
need an athlete to show us how to 
work out. We don’t need a politician 
to influence our morals. 
We are a society based on individ-
ualism, hard work and liberty. Role 
models go against everything we 
stand for. We can be strong enough 
to make our own decisions. We can 
decide what we stand for without 
interference from bureaucrats in 
Washington D.C.
Role models in the public eye are 
a thing of the past. There will never 
be another Jackie Robinson or Ma-
hatma Gandhi or Mother Teresa. We 
can’t keep waiting for someone else 
to do our job for us. 
We need to do the right thing and 
set an example for everyone around 
us. Help others any way that you 
can. Show up on time, work hard, 
stay late. Say please and thank you. 
These are things that we can all do to 
improve our society. We don’t need 
to wait for Superman to be our role 
model. 
We can decide what clothes to 
wear; we can decide what to eat and 
drink; we can decide what to believe 
in: we can decide how to live our 
lives. 
Lead your life, not a role model’s
ed pregnancies through contracep-
tion, reduce the spread of sexual-
ly transmitted infections through 
testing and treatment, and screen 
for cervical and other cancers.” 
Only three percent of their ser-
vices include abortion-related 
procedures. Planned Parenthood 
centers likely use money from do-
nations or other sources for these 
services, rather than face this re-
cent amendment by illegally dip-
ping into federal funding. 
Without access to the services 
that this institution (trusted annu-
ally by three million citizens) pro-
vides, it is likely that the abundance 
and duration of STDs and the num-
ber of teenage or unwanted preg-
nancy will increase. It is also un-
likely that similarly reduced-cost 
screenings for breast and cervical 
cancer will be more difficult or im-
possible to find. 
And yet the bill passed. Many are 
likely demanding, “What the hell? 
Really, Congress?” as such reper-
cussions loom forebodingly before 
them. 
If the Senate also approves this 
bill (and nothing could be shock-
ing after this latest feat), the demo-
graphic most affected will be that of 
the financially-challenged, young, 
sexually-active and perhaps slight-
ly impulsive.
According to Health Services at 
Columbia University, about 20-25 
percent of college students have an 
STD. Many times the disease lurks 
without showing symptoms, and 
without symptoms, there is little 
incentive to get checked out. 
Chlamydia, the second-most 
common STD (after HPV) both 
in the United States and here at 
Puget Sound (one in four, guys) 
only shows symptoms in women 
30 percent of the time, and in men 
50 percent of the time. Gonorrhea 
is similar to chlamydia both in its 
symptoms, and is also very com-
mon. These can both be cured rap-
idly by antibiotics.
Although reduced-cost STD 
testing is available at CHWS with 
proper insurance, students still 
have to set up an appointment, ac-
tually go to it and then pay for it. 
A test for chlamydia is $35, and the 
full spread is $160. At Planned Par-
enthood it is even cheaper, but with 
no symptoms, what college student 
will make time and shell out money 
just to be sure? 
Anyone who has had sex should 
get tested for these diseases at the 
very least, if not the full spread. 
But when a large amount of col-
lege students are only concerned 
enough with personal hygiene to do 
their laundry every other month, 
it cannot be expected that anyone 
will be conscientious enough to go 
through the entire process of get-
ting tested.
The government should be pour-
ing more money into these insti-
tutions to make these essential 
screenings free and easily available, 
not raising their costs and banning 
the public from getting the help 
that they need.
According to the Guttmacher 
Institute, which seeks to advance 
sexual and reproductive health 
through social and political re-
search, incidents of abortion have 
decreased steadily since the 1980s, 
while use of contraceptives has in-
creased, despite, or perhaps be-
cause of, increasing openness about 
sexuality in our society. Planned 
Parenthood also has a prominent 
nation-wide sexual education pro-
gram that encourages both absti-
nence and safe sex in the context of 
family planning. 
Whatever your convictions on 
abortion, Planned Parenthood is 
at least 97 percent good for our 
society, and that as-of-yet feder-
ally-funded percentage should 
absolutely remain affordable for ev-
eryone.
The Senate will decide whether 
or not this amendment flies. Be-
cause it’s better to be safe than sor-
ry, all readers are encouraged to 
donate to Planned Parenthood via 
their website. It’s way more effec-
tive than joining their Facebook 
group and posting pictures of your-
self looking serious. 
Here’s to society not spiraling 
into a whirling cesspool of genital 
illness and pissed-off, oppressed 
women with irregular periods that 
birth control pills could have cor-
rected, if only they could afford 
them. 
Imagine!: America needs new role models because the current ones are morally corrupt.
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“Natural is really the key word 
here. Even as infants during 
general body exploration we 
tend to masturbate. It is so 
natural that we do it freely and 
unashamedly as babes. But then 
as we approach childhood, all 
of a sudden it’s ‘Johnny, quit 
playing with yourself.’ Why the 
shift?”
“We are a society based on 
individualism, hard work 
and liberty. Role models go 
against everything we stand 
for.”
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G r I Z Z  l I S t
“HEY YOU,” Th e feeling is mu-
tual. Next time you see me just walk 
up and kiss me!
“HEY YOU,” I’m just a fl exible 
girl living in a lonely world.
“HEY YOU,” Pizza bagel, I know 
the sign says no, but I like you hot.
“HEY YOU,” Th e 60/40 ratio is 
arresting the development of our 
males.
“HEY YOU,” Th anks for having 
sex with me in Oppenheimer aft er 
close.
“HEY YOU,” Counting donuts is 
always a countdown.
“HEY YOU,” Sexy red-bearded 
man, I wore a striped tank to your 
birthday party just for you ;) let’s 
do it!
“HEY YOU,” You are the lemon 
juice to my milk.
“HEY YOU,” Wah wah.
“HEY YOU,” Nerf club president,  
you’ve shot a foam bullet into my 
heart.
“HEY YOU,” In the stripes, your  
Princess Leia hair is worthy of a 
star war.
“HEY YOU,” Even though you’re 
technically smart, you’re a moron.
“HEY YOU,” Girl who got a 
bloody nose in the middle of class. 
Let’s watch Carrie sometime.
“HEY YOU,” Sexy mexi manager, 
I like when you salmon my thighs.
“HEY YOU,” I seriously can’t 
believe you tore my dress off . Sexy, 
whatever. Th at was really expensive.
“HEY YOU,” Why don’t you get 
your hot chocolate @ 11:55 p.m. 
from Oppenheimer? Oh wait…
“HEY YOU,” Schiff ers! Show 
some respect for yourselves and 
others, whether it’s washing your 
dishes aft er you bake or cook, 
cleaning up the vomit you leave in 
the hallway aft er a particularly wild 
night, or even just considering the 
fact that people might be studying 
at the moment you decide to blast 
your music! Th anks!
“HEY YOU,” I don’t understand 
why I don’t have any friends! Aren’t 
I fun? 
“HEY YOU,” I was totally DTF.
“HEY YOU,” With the trip ear-
rings & the eyeliner, I wanna see 
those dress pants on my fl oor.
“HEY YOU,” Th ere’s a very large 
diff erence between 5 p.m. and 
12 a.m. Do the math, it’s 7 hours. 
Some people like to go to sleep at a 
decent hour.
“HEY YOU,” You betta work! 
Th ank goodness you have your 
masters in fi erce, Cammmeerooon.
“HEY YOU,” … 12:30 p.m. on 
Friday in Diversions you were 
wearing a paisley shirt… I know 
where you live.
“HEY YOU,” Mace girl. Im-
pressed with your challenge. I 
ACCEPT.
“HEY YOU,” Printer 2, you stub-
born bastard. You big, silly hunk of 
plastic–I’m ever so deeply in love 
with you. I would ravish you… O 
if I could only use the elevator! – 
basement printer 
“HEY YOU,” I’m the beeeeest. 
Your loss, homie.
“HEY YOU,” Donate $5 to the 
senior class gift !
“HEY YOU,” Puget Sound, please 
stop trying to change our school’s 
initials to “PS.” We will be related to 
mail no matter what.
“HEY YOU,” Yeah, you.
“HEY YOU,” But at 5:07 I could 
still get a drink at DC. And 5:08. 
And 5:09…
“HEY YOU,” Guy who rides the 
lower bikes at the gym. I love catch-
ing glimpses of your manly chest 
hair.
“HEY YOU,” Have you asked 
your date to the KAPPA KAI for-
mal yet? Get on it!
“HEY YOU,” Pump up buddy, bet 
you wish you had a diff erent pump 
up buddy. Cause this is all you get 
for your pump up!
“HEY YOU,” Diversions! What’s 
with the commercial radio? Sup-
port awesome music and KUPS.
“HEY YOU,” Local music direc-
tor of KUPS. You’re a killer DJ 
teacher! Th anks for the tutelage!
“HEY YOU,” When you don’t 
clean up your trash in Diversions 
before leaving a table, the terrorists 
win a little more.
“HEY YOU,” Who, me?
“HEY YOU,” I’m recently single 
and ready to tingle.
“HEY YOU,” I think I have some 
variation of trench foot.
“HEY YOU,” No, him.
“HEY YOU,” With the chainsaw, I 
love your smile.
“HEY YOU,” Sorry I was typing 
and then giggling in the library 
bathroom stall.
“HEY YOU,” We didn’t actually 
hook up, though it looked like it.
“HEY YOU,” Just because we 
were willing to make you a drink at 
5:02 doesn’t mean we like to. Please 
be on time.
“HEY YOU,” Guy who tried to 
sell me a bushel of cocaine. Does 
cocaine even come in bushels?
“HEY YOU,” Want to win Talib 
tickets? Listen to sing-along hip-
hop, Tuesdays at 11!
“HEY YOU,” Recently single 
small town girl, that bio nerd is an 
idiot for ever letting you go, but 
that history major who hollered @ 
you a few weeks ago is also a jerk… 
BLP is where it’s at baby! Also – you 
have the nicest butt I’ve ever seen.
“HEY YOU,” When you yawn I 
can see straight into your nose.
“HEY YOU,” Circ desk boy, if I 
pay all my late fees, can I check you 
out?
“HEY YOU,” Library fraternity, 
I understand that you don’t have 
a house yet but could you please 
respect the quietness of the build-
ing you’re using till then?  In the 
words of librarians everywhere...
SHHHHH!!!!!!
“HEY YOU,” Submit to Crosscur-
rents! Send up to 3 art, 3 poems, 2 
prose, 1 other to ccr@pugetsound.
edu and get published!
“HEY YOU,” My Mama always 
said, ‘Life is like a box of chocolates; 
you never know what you’re gonna 
get’...except for a crappy cup of cof-
fee at Oppenheimer before 5 p.m.
“HEY YOU,” Oppenheimer Cafe, 
people in glass cafes should not 
throw stones...
“HEY YOU,” Th e person who 
found a psychology textbook under 
the desk chair in the third fl oor 
classroom of Wyatt. I really need it 
back. Give a shout out if you found 
it. Th anks!
“HEY YOU,” Girl who sits in 
front of me in math, you are abso-
lutely beautiful.
“HEY YOU,” Schiff -mates what’s 
up with our dorm smelling like the 
smoker rooms in a hotel? Let’s try 
walking an extra 10 feet away from 
the door...
“HEY YOU,” You look so good 
in those purple hats.  Like a reverse 
eggplant.
“HEY YOU,” I like to watch your 
fi ngers type from afar. Click Click 
Click.
“HEY YOU,” Angry Vagina, awk-
ward is endearing :) P.S. Um... I fi nd 
you very attractive.
“HEY YOU,” Ben Franklin, I can’t 
think of anything about you that 
isn’t awesome. You inspire me to be  
a better person.
“HEY YOU,” Loud, annoying tree 
climbers, what did nature ever do 
to you?
“HEY YOU,” Mom. Th anks for 
listening to all my whining this 
week. 
“HEY YOU,” Have faith in word-
less knowledge.
“HEY YOU,” In my dream you 
were swallowing fi sh whole, like 
a pelican. I don’t know what this 
means. Let’s go out for fi sh?
“HEY YOU,” Everybody who got 
crunk at the KUPS party. Nice.
“HEY YOU,” Googly-eyed library 
security guard, I think the machine 
thingy beeped. I guess I might have 
left  a library book in my pants, but I 
don’t remember. You’d better search 
me and I hope your hands are as 
clammy as they look.
“HEY YOU,” Guy who I danced 
with last weekend. Sorry I walked 
away really abruptly. I had to poop.
“HEY YOU,” Everyone who was 
part of Th e Salon—amazing job. It 
was a beautiful night.
“HEY YOU.” Sorry, I didn’t see 
you there. My bangs are a blinding 
brunette cloud and you are basi-
cally invisible.
“HEY YOU,” Computer lab kid 
tapping his pencil, I am thinking 
some special thoughts about you. 
Let me write them on your eyeballs 
with that pencil.
“HEY YOU,” Sexy Schiff  guitar 
player, you struck a chord with me. 
Now come pluck my g-string.
“HEY YOU,” Rat living in the 
ceiling of the media house, what do 
you want from us? Scratch 4 times 
if the answer is “blooooood”.
“HEY YOU,” politics professor, 
your beard-stroking is irresistable. 
“HEY YOU,” I’m so sorry about 
everything that happened. It was 
so stupid. Except me stomping on 
your toe and sleeping with your 
boyfriend. I feel fi ne about that still.
“HEY YOU,” Girl with the taco-
shaped haircut, I love tacos. So can 
I eat your hair?
“HEY YOU,” Soccer hottie, come 
score with me.
“HEY YOU,” No, I meant her.
“HEY YOU,” Girls, please just 
wear more clothes. I seriously 
worry about you.
“HEY YOU,” You are a talented 
winker. But I don’t know what it 
means!!
“HEY YOU,” Uniquely eyelashed 
cellar boy, congratulations! You 
win.
“HEY YOU,” You just don’t know 
how hard it is to be around you. 
Oh wait, you probably do, because 
you are yourself. Oh my god... I am 
so sorry... Th at must be awful. I’m 
leaving now.
Want to submit a Hey You? 
E-mail 
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu 
or put one in the box in 
Diversions Cafe.
Th e Trail will never publish 
Hey Yous that explicitly refer to 
individuals or groups, contain 
identifying information or drug 
and alcohol references, or are 
hateful or libelous in nature. 
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By ALLY LEVER
Portland, OR — At the University 
of Portland, a small Roman Catholic 
university located on the northern 
bank of the Willamette River, some 
members of the English department 
know me as “The Crack Whore 
Poem Girl.” I’ve garnered the title 
because the school hosts the North-
west Undergraduate Conference on 
Literature, a conference for students 
interested in literature to share pa-
pers written for class, as well as per-
sonal poetry and essays. 
I attended the conference last year 
to read poems I had written, one of 
which began with the line, “If I had 
to be a crack whore, I’d want to be 
your crack whore.” I like to think it’s 
a memorable line, but perhaps not 
as one that denotes a nickname for 
myself.
The conference, referred to as 
NUCL and now in its eighth year, 
was thought of ten years ago by Uni-
versity of Portland Professor Her-
man Asarnow.
“My children were involved in 
science fairs in high school, and one 
day my daughter asked her teacher 
why there wasn’t something similar 
for the humanities,” Asarnow said. 
“Her teacher answered her with ‘be-
cause you can’t know what’s good.’”  
For Asarnow, a conference was 
one way for students to see that the 
textual discourse they engage in 
during their classes is part of a much 
larger critical conversation.
University of Portland Profes-
sor Molly Hiro, another NUCL or-
ganizer, shared similar sentiments 
about the goals of the conference. 
She hopes that by students coming 
to the conference, they have a way 
to discuss ideas in a larger, broader 
context. “Individual scholarly work 
isn’t just for a grade, but has a larg-
er relevance and becomes a way to 
think and interact,” Hiro said.
The submission period for the 
conference is from mid-December 
to mid-January. Students are noti-
fied mid-February if their submis-
sion was selected to be presented by 
them at the conference, usually held 
around the time of spring break.  All 
students are allowed and encour-
aged to submit an academic paper 
or creative writing piece.
The day-long conference consists 
of three one and a half hour sessions, 
with seven panels per session. Each 
panel has three student presenters 
and two University of Portland stu-
dents who act as discussion mod-
erators. After the students present 
their essays, a question and answer 
session allows for discussion of the 
ideas raised in the essays. There is a 
luncheon for the student presenters, 
during which awards for “Most Cre-
ative Writing” and the “Brass NUCL 
Award” are given to the best creative 
and the hardest-hitting essays.  
After lunch there is a keynote ad-
dress. This year’s address was sup-
posed to be delivered by Univer-
sity of Virginia Professor Mark 
Edmundson, author of the book 
Why Read? and Literature Against 
Philosophy, Plato to Derrida: A De-
fence of Poetry. He was unable to at-
tend the conference, so University 
of Portland Professor Cara Hersh 
read the speech that Edmundson 
had prepared. 
Edmundson’s keynote address 
explored the idea of the “self ” and 
“soul” in conflict with each other 
and how academia and the literature 
of Freud, Plato, Shakespeare and 
Thoreau investigate the tension of 
the desires in the “self ” and “soul.” 
Although Edmundson wasn’t avail-
able to answer questions about his 
speech, Hersh lead the audience in 
a discussion of Edmundson’s ideas.
Last year was the first time that 
Puget Sound students attended the 
conference. This year, senior Jared 
Stoltzfus, sophomore Ariana Scott-
Zechlin, Puget Sound professor 
Florence Sandler and myself attend-
ed the conference held last Saturday, 
March 5. 
Stoltzfus presented his paper 
“Savage Negation: Syntactic Gothic 
in Melville’s Benito Cereno”, Scott-
Zechlin presented her paper “Time 
Waits For No Man: Action Versus 
Inaction in ‘To His Coy Mistress’ 
and ‘The Love Song of J. Alfred Pru-
frock’” and I presented a paper ti-
tled “Constructing the Autonomous 
Female: Milton’s Representation of 
Eve,” written for Professor Sandler’s 
Bible as Literature course last se-
mester.
While I can’t speak for the other 
panels that I could not attend, I was 
truly impressed with the level of crit-
ical analysis and the points at which 
the three essays of my panel met. 
The texts ranged from John Milton’s 
Paradise Lost to Sylvia Plath’s The 
Bell Jar to Helen Fielding’s Bridget 
Jones’s Diary, yet seamlessly provid-
ed the context for an exploration of 
female independence from the first 
woman to the “new woman.”  
To see how my ideas on the au-
tonomy or oppression of one female 
character intersected with the ideas 
of a student, whom I had never met 
before, on the dilemmas faced by 
another female character in a nov-
el written nearly 300 years later, at 
once collapsed and exploded the 
linear barriers of genre and time 
that sometimes surround critical 
analysis of literature.
“Every year it amazes me,” Hiro 
said at the closing reception after 
the final session. “When you bring 
smart, engaged, enthusiastic peo-
ple together, discussion happens. It 
shows that people want to discuss 
their ideas outside class.”
“It’s a thermometer of sorts,” 
Asarnow said of the conference. “It’s 
interesting to see what people are 
interested in in lit. class. Professors 
should be proud.”
I asked my Puget Sound peers 
why they submitted essays to the 
conference:
“Professor Joshi brought it up in 
class and recommended I submit 
my paper because I had been con-
sidering graduate school,” Scott-
Zechlin answered.
“I would like to be a professor 
some day, and I figured it would be 
good to start to think of how to get 
the most out of academic conferenc-
es,” Stoltzfus replied.
The conference provided the 
chance to hear what my peers at 
other universities are discussing 
in their classes.  With such titles 
as “Carnival of Words: Applying 
Bakhtin to Spoken Word Poetry,” 
“‘Anything Can Be An Instrument’: 
Adaption as Intersemiotic Trans-
lation in No Country for Old Men” 
and “Wings of Wax: Catholicism, 
Mythology, and Failure in A Portrait 
of the Artist as a Young Man,” it is 
clear that student discourse on lit-
erature doesn’t follow a narrow, de-
fined line, but draws from many dif-
ferent subject areas to enhance the 
understanding of all.
On the drive back to Tacoma, 
Sandler and I discussed the events 
of the day spent at the NUCL. She, 
as a professor of literature, and I, as 
a student with a passion for litera-
ture, both agreed that it provides a 
place for students who have the de-
sire to see their ideas as part of a 
larger critical discussion.  
I’m willing to bet there are more 
than a few students who think that 
critical discussion of literature 
shouldn’t be limited to the class-
room or to a professor’s office. 
Our discussion of literature 
should quite literally be taken “on 
the road,”—like Jack Kerouac’s rev-
olutionary novel of the same name 
suggests—across state lines and 
shatter the illusion that undergrad-
uate thought isn’t a valuable or pow-
erful force on the literary canon and 
the contemporary analysis of litera-
ture. 
By GRACE HEERMAN
Run out of meal ideas at the 
S.U.B.? Sick of your staple deli sand-
wich? Don’t get discouraged. A trip 
off campus to Gateway to India will 
knock you out of your S.U.B. food 
slump, not to mention get you famil-
iar with the 6th Avenue food scene.
Located on 6th and Fife, just a 
twenty minute walk from school, 
Gateway offers authentic Northern 
Indian cuisine in a warm, comforting 
environment. The soft lighting and 
rich, golden décor create an undeni-
ably inviting atmosphere, reflective 
of the rich, satisfying food to come. 
This place is well known and re-
spected throughout the Tacoma area 
for good reason. The food is authen-
tic and consistently good quality. 
However, prices can be a bit high for 
the college crowd. Most meat entrees 
are around $15, and vegetarian clos-
er to $10. 
On the bright side, they offer a 10 
percent discount to Puget Sound stu-
dents, which our delightful waitress 
was thoughtful enough to point out 
to us. But an occasional night out at 
Gateway is worth the price. All the 
staff is inviting, helpful and engaged. 
My water glass was never less than 
By LAURA HOLLISTER
Granada, Spain—With the be-
ginning of March comes what is 
known in the ILACA program as 
the overload blues. The combina-
tion of classes, extracurriculars 
and soggy weather spells creates a 
burnt-out haze that hangs over the 
heads of ILACA students. 
Fortunately for us, the program 
coordinator in this specific pro-
gram foresaw our mutinous atti-
tudes and scheduled a five-day ex-
cursion to Madrid, Segovia and 
Toledo to alleviate the end-of-Feb-
ruary blues. 
The trip to Madrid started off 
with a five and a half hour bus ride 
from Granada and a museum visit 
planned for the first day. However, 
the trip was a welcome break from 
homework and studies so we didn’t 
mind the busy schedule.
Day one saw us travelling and 
having our first experience with the 
plethora of activities available to the 
visitor of Madrid. 
Our first excursion was to visit 
the National Prado Museum. Just 
to give you a taste of the immense 
size of the museum, housing an 
even more immense array of art, I 
will explain a little about the struc-
ture of the building. 
The museum, once a palace, con-
sists of three massive floors filled to 
capacity with paintings and sculp-
tures for the permanent and chang-
ing collection, ranging from famous 
Spanish artists, such as Velázquez 
and Goya, to others such, as El Gre-
co and Titian. 
There is also a basement full of 
more works of art looking for a 
space to be displayed. 
One of the great things about the 
ILACA program is that it is man-
datory for every student to take a 
Spanish Culture class, in which we 
learn everything from the prehisto-
ry of Spain to the present day pol-
itics and social norms. This class 
gives us the knowledge needed to 
understand and appreciate the vast 
quantities of art and monuments 
that reside in Spain. 
For example, thanks to our cul-
ture class, my friend and I toured 
the Prado for hours debating the 
lineage of the Hapsburg kings of 
Spain and how they were represent-
ed by the painters in the Prado. 
It is an amazing experience to 
be able to learn about the culture 
and art of a country and then be 
there and have the ability to travel 
to all of the places you have learned 
about and appreciate them.  
The museums we visited in Ma-
drid have great historical signifi-
cance. However, the collective fa-
vorite places of the mini vacation 
were the Escorial and Toledo. 
The Escorial is a monumen-
tal feat constructed by the orders 
of King Felipe II of Spain in the 
17th century. If the cathedral isn’t 
enough to leave you amazed by its 
immense size and mix of baroque 
décor, then the attached library, 
mausoleum, palace and monastery 
should do the trick. 
This monumental palace has a 
little bit of everything for everyone, 
even a library complete with an im-
maculate collection of ancient texts 
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NUCL attracts Loggers, eight years going strong
Cliffside: An image of Spain’s Toledo taken on Laura’s most recent study abroad excursion.
Seeing Spain: Trip to Madrid, Segovia, Toledo
NUCL: The annual Northwest Undergraduate Conference on 
Literature was held March 5 in Portland, OR. 
Gateway 
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By JACK TODD
The other day I was sitting in class 
and had a disconcerting experience. 
You know those bright pink CES 
posters that encourage us to “Be-
ware” of scam flyers? Well, I found 
one of the actual scam flyers and 
took it down off the wall, and by the 
next class period another was right 
back up in its place. 
The flyer reads, “Online Work, 
Flexible Hours. Range: Up to 
$12.00+ potential per hour to start” 
and has tear-off strips that say, 
“Easy Work, No Exp. Req… www.
work125.com.” According to CES, it 
is not to be trusted. 
To get to the root of the problem 
and try to understand what we can 
do to protect ourselves as students 
against fraudulent employment op-
portunities, I went directly to Alana 
Hentges, Associate Director of CES. 
Regarding Work125.com, CES 
was never able to get enough infor-
mation about the organization to be 
able to really say they trust it.
“At CES we’re about giving stu-
dents the opportunity to be mindful 
in terms of their employment. If stu-
dents have all the information, then 
they can make the best decision,” 
Hentges said. 
What it really comes down to, es-
pecially for students who are, at least 
for the most part, new to the job 
market, is being savvy of the oppor-
tunities presented to them, she said. 
One thing that helps students to 
be savvy is knowing the warning 
signs to look for when seeking em-
ployment. 
“Employers shouldn’t have to in-
trigue students into signing up for 
a job, they should have a genuine-
ly good opportunity,” Hentges said. 
“So if they don’t provide an email 
address, that should be a flag.”
If the employer has a generic 
email address from web sites such 
as Gmail or Yahoo, or if they request 
the names of your friends, those 
should be indicators of fraud as well. 
“Vagueness in a job description 
is certainly a flag,” Hentges said as 
she showed me the web site. “Online 
work, no experience required, no 
degree… Our motto is ‘if it sounds 
too good to be true, it probably is.’”
In fact, on CES’ Recruiting Poli-
cies web page it says, “Employers are 
required to fully disclose organiza-
tion information when recruiting 
Puget Sound students for any posi-
tion. This includes but is not limit-
ed to: name of organization; type of 
organization; description of organi-
zation; available position title(s) and 
description; method of remunera-
tion; and contact information.”
Sometimes CES will even per-
form a Google Maps search on an 
address provided to see if the busi-
ness has an actual office.
Interestingly, this semester is not 
the first time that flyers like this 
have been posted on our campus. 
Last semester, for instance, the exact 
same flyers were posted, but with a 
different web address. 
When Hentges and I looked at 
GetResponse.com—the web site 
from the first flyers—and read their 
job description, it was clear that it 
was very generic and was intended 
to draw applicants in with vague-
ness and mystery instead of detail.  
“Qualified applicants should have 
a desire to develop their current 
skills and excel within the organi-
zation. They will have the necessary 
characteristics to assist customers in 
achieving their short and long term 
goals,” the web site said. 
For Hentges and the rest of the 
CES staff, it was clear that these so-
called job opportunities should not 
be trusted. 
“These web sites are highly ques-
tionable and it is highly likely that it 
is a scam,” she said. “There is noth-
ing about these opportunities that is 
clear, that shows it is a good job for 
students.”
Web sites and organizations like 
these prey especially on college stu-
dents.
“Students are susceptible because 
the media has perpetuated the really 
bad economy. But Puget Sound stu-
dents have been really smart about 
it,” Hentges said.
For this reason, CES has a specific 
list of tips and warnings for students 
in the job market that can be found 
on their university webpage under 
the heading “Job Seeker Beware.” 
Hentges herself also mentioned 
that companies approved to post fly-
ers around campus would have their 
flyers stamped saying that they are 
CES approved. 
“At CES we want the students to 
be learning and growing from the 
opportunities,” Hentges said. “We 
don’t just want the employer to ben-
efit from our students’ talents. I 
know that our students can succeed, 
and I hope they don’t fall prey.”
For more information about job 
opportunities and tips on protecting 
yourself from scams and fraudulent 
opportunities, visit CES during its 
drop-in advising hours every Mon-
day through Friday from 2 p.m. to 4 
p.m. You can also find CES online at 
http://www.pugetsound.edu/about/
offices--services/ces/. 
By TOMMY STONE
Veteran choir singers know all 
too well that the presence of “too 
many sopranos” is a familiar dilem-
ma to coed groups the world over. 
Since most men are not necessarily 
so inclined to participate in choir, 
this problem often arises from hav-
ing too many women. 
Puget Sound’s joint venture of the 
School of Music and the Theater de-
partment deals with a choir of a dif-
ferent caliber: the Heavenly Chorus.
The first act of this comic opera 
begins when four Divas (sopranos) 
ascend to Heaven, only to find that 
there is not enough room for all of 
them to be accepted into the Heav-
enly Chorus. Only one soprano will 
be accepted because there are too 
many tenors and basses in Hell. The 
sopranos are appalled that they are 
forced to audition, but agree. 
All four have impressive audi-
tions and St. Peter (Brent Visser, 
bass) is  unable to reach a decision. 
The Angel Gabriel (Sam Faustine, 
tenor) mentions the “Redemptions 
Clause:” “If the sopranos go to Hell 
and do a selfless deed, they can take 
back to Heaven as many tenors and 
basses as needed.” 
In order to protect the sopranos 
in hell, St. Peter provides them with 
special disguises.
The second act continues as St. 
Peter, Gabriel and the sopranos ar-
rive in hell and listen to the stories 
of some of its tortured souls. 
One of the sopranos, Just Jeanette 
(Lana McMullen/Libby Quam, so-
pranos), then meets Nelson Dead-
ly (Jeremy Wilson, tenor) and they 
quickly fall in love. After this, the 
Sandman (Ariel Downs/Katrina 
Nilsson-Gorman, sopranos) ar-
rives with the stage director, Orson 
(Alex Adams, bass), and they pres-
ent a task to Just Jeanette and Nel-
son Deadly. 
The comic task is as follows: if 
they don’t fall asleep listening to Or-
son, they may take as many tenors 
and basses back to Heaven as they 
wish. The couple fails but when they 
fulfill a selfless task themselves, they 
are granted the tenors and basses. 
Celebration follows and the so-
pranos vow to St. Peter that they will 
never sing opera again.
Although the cast is mostly com-
prised of members of the Adelphian 
Concert Choir, the Chorus includes 
other students or enthusiasts of the 
School of Music. Mercedes Curran, 
Ellie Freeman, Madison Genovese, 
Lizzie Kittel, Laura Larson, Kyle 
Long, Amy Polete, Jennifer Kullby 
and Maggie Manire are all Chorus 
members.
For clarification, roles that in-
cluded two different names are due 
to the rotating casts, each of which 
will perform every other night. 
Although ticket sales are still 
TBA, the dates for Too Many So-
pranos are projected to run from 
its opening night on Thursday, 
March 31 through Sunday, April 3 at 
Schneebeck Concert Hall. 
It is also worth noting that open-
ing night will be free of charge for 
students.
Although the details of the show 
are still hazy, it’s clear that Too Many 
Sopranos will be a wildly fun show. 
With a scope reaching all the way 
from Heaven to Hell, how could it 
not be? 
Even without the crazy story, 
many should go to see the show just 
for its exceptional assemblage of 
singers. One can assume that they’re 
all going to make some seriously 
amazing music together. 
If this comic opera sounds like 
something you’d like to see for your-
self, keep your eyes peeled for tick-
ets around late March.
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Beware of mystery opportunity flyers
from Greece to Arabia. However, 
you should be careful and respect-
ful of the library, because instead 
of charging a small fine for steal-
ing a book the library welcomes all 
with the warning that if you steal a 
book your soul will forever be con-
demned to hell.  
The entire weekend excursion 
was a well-deserved break, with vis-
its ranging from Segovia with its 
Alcazar  castle (the inspiration of 
Walt Disney’s Snow White Castle) 
to the Egyptian temple residing in 
the center of Madrid.  
However, the most beloved part 
of the trip was our time spent in To-
ledo, which was once the capital of 
Spain during the reign of the Vi-
sigoths after the collapse of the Ro-
man Empire.   
Toledo was the first completely 
free day of the trip, which meant 
we had five hours to do whatever 
we wanted to in the city, and the 
ILACA program reimbursed us for 
our museum entrance fees. 
Suffice it to say that all of the stu-
dents took full advantage of this 
free day to explore myriad cathe-
drals and other monuments avail-
able in Toledo. 
Let me give you a taste of what 
is available to the study abroad stu-
dent in Toledo. 
In less than five hours I was free 
to visit a synagogue, mosque and 
cathedral, a church containing one 
of El Greco’s works, a museum ded-
icated to the reign of the Visigoths 
and watch an artisan working with 
gold with time to spare to eat a 
hearty lunch. 
The variety of buildings and ar-
chitecture is impressive, but better 
still is being able to see the fusion of 
the many cultures of Spain’s history 
in one building. 
For example, the synagogue I vis-
ited not only took from Jewish tra-
ditions in its construction but also 
from the Muslim and Visigoth tra-
ditions of Spain. 
From the outside the building ap-
pears to be like any other medieval 
style synagogue; however, inside is 
a complex mixture of décor, invok-
ing artistic styles used by the Islam-
ic empire which existed in Spain, 
flourishing in the tenth century 
C.E. The synagogue also resembles 
this heritage of the Visigoths in the 
form of arches used to support the 
halls of the place of worship.  
Spain, and especially Toledo, is 
an enormous mixture of Roman, 
Visigoth, Sephardic and Christian 
influences. This heritage is always 
visible to those who take the time to 
stroll through the tight and wind-
ing streets of medieval Spain.   
half full, which was much appreciat-
ed once the heat of the meal caught 
up with me.
And you’ll never be wishing you 
ordered more food. Portions are sub-
stantial to begin with, and all dinner 
entrees are served with complimen-
tary curried lentil soup and basma-
ti rice.
The bulk of the menu is made up 
of meat, vegetable or seafood curry-
style dishes, all served over rice. 
Even the appetizer is top-notch: 
pleasantly spicy with classic Indian 
flare, and not overwhelming by any 
means. The touch of cilantro on top 
is the perfect, grassy complement.
For heartier tastes, several lamb 
and chicken entrees are available. 
These are either grilled, baked In-
dian-style in a Tandoori oven or 
cooked in a variety of sauces, vegeta-
bles and spices.  
Gateway is especially accommo-
dating to vegans and vegetarians, as 
many Indian dishes are inherently 
meat-free. The “Aloo Gobi,” a cauli-
flower and potato curry, is rich and 
satisfying, leaving nothing to be de-
sired even for meat-eaters. “Saag 
Aloo” (spinach and potatoes) and 
“Daal Maharani” (mixed lentils), 
the Aloo Gobi’s soupier cousins, 
are equally filling but with a bit less 
depth of flavor.
On top of their standard veggie 
options, the menu also indicates a va-
riety of dishes which can be prepared 
vegan or vegetarian upon request.
“Biryani” entrees were popular 
around my table. These rice-based, 
saffron spiced dishes can be prepared 
with chicken, lamb, shrimp or veg-
gies, and are a substantial alternative 
to the soft curries. 
Spice level is a concern at any 
Asian restaurant, and Gateway ac-
commodates all palates. Each dish 
can be prepared on a heat scale be-
tween one and five. They claim a five 
is hot enough for Indian natives, and 
I believe it. A three is enough for me.
But even with the spice, a perfect 
refreshing counterpoint comes in the 
form of Gateway’s raita sauce, com-
plimentary with most dinner entrees. 
This yogurt-based side is mixed with 
cucumber, tomatoes, carrots, cilan-
tro and spices for an irresistible tangy 
compliment to the rich dishes.
Fresh naan, or Indian flatbread, is 
a comforting respite from the intense 
heat and spice as well. Gateway bakes 
theirs every day the authentic way in 
their Tandoori oven. Don’t pass up 
an order for the table.
Reservations are available, but 
not necessary. I arrived reservation-
less with five friends on a Friday 
night and was seated immediately. 
That’s not to say they weren’t busy; 
it’s only a testament to their fast ser-
vice. Walking is to Gateway is ide-
al, as parking can be difficult to find 
along 6th, especially on weekends. 
If a lunch date is more your scene, 
stop by between 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 
p.m. on weekdays and between 12:00 
p.m. and 3:00 p.m. on weekends to 
entertain your palate with their pop-
ular lunch buffet. For around $9, you 
can fill your plate with a rotating se-
lection of popular menu items. If you 
are unfamiliar with Indian cuisine, 
this is a great way to go a little out of 
your comfort zone. 
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Too Many 
Sopranos
“If the cathedral isn’t 
enough to leave you 
amazed by its immense size 
and mix of baroque and 
décor, then the attached 
library, mosoleum, palace 
and monastary should do 
the trick.”
Caution: Students are wary of suspicious flyers thanks to CES.
You can also visit The Na-
tional Association of Colleges 
and Employers (NACE) web-
site, http://www.naceweb.org/
principles/, as well as from the 
Better Business Bureau, http://
www.bbb.org. 
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Line connoisseurs like myself 
are by far the most patient type 
of connoisseurs. If you were 
to put all the different types 
of connoisseurs in a line, we 
would be at the front of the line 
(no cutting!). Yes, the sandwich 
line, the line at diversions, lines 
in Oppenheimer stretching out 
the door – we’ve been dealing 
with the same lines at UPS for 
years, and we’ll wait forever. 
Because for us, waiting is an art.
Recently, I was in the SUB de-
ciding whether to stand in line 
at the sandwich station or the 
vegetarian station, when I dis-
covered a magnificent white-
board sign that told me to “Try 
our new wrap line” with a con-
venient arrow pointing towards 
the sandwich station (which ad-
mittedly, confused me because 
there was also an arrow telling 
me that the sandwich line was 
in the complete opposite di-
rection from where the actu-
al sandwich station was, but I 
guess you would have to be as 
dumb as a sorority girl to follow 
it.) I knew I had to give this new 
line a try. I 
took my spot 
at the back 
of the line, 
and the an-
ticipation of 
what was at 
the front was 
killing me. 
Within min-
utes at least 
three more 
people filled 
in behind 
me, but I still hadn’t moved for-
ward.   
After about six minutes the 
chubby fellow in front of me 
took a step forward, allowing 
me to take my first step closer 
to the front. The feeling was ex-
hilarating, it was somewhere be-
tween getting one step closer to 
the front of a roller coaster line, 
and getting one 
step closer to 
the front of the 
line for Justin 
Bieber 3D that 
one has been 
camping out 
for four days to 
see. I got all tin-
gly and excited.
But as great 
as my line-wait-
ing experience 
was, it wasn’t 
without its faults. The view from 
the line was tragically dismal. 
Everything was going fine, until 
the line stopped right next to the 
breast cancer awareness cookies, 
which made me aware of how de-
pressing breast cancer is. Lucki-
ly I was only stuck here for a few 
minutes before the chubby guy 
in front of me realized that wraps 
have nothing to do with choco-
late cake, and left the line allow-
ing me to move forward once 
again.
When I finally made it to the 
front of the line, the lady behind 
the counter offered me a sample 
of the wrap of the day, at which 
point I released that wraps are 
not burritos. Content with sim-
ply experiencing the beauty of 
a new line, I told the lady to get 
lost, and left the line with my 
spirits up and my head held high. 
Despite the disappointing cli-
max, I still really enjoyed my ex-
perience in the new wrap line. 
I equate it to finding a box of 
Lucky Charms with rocks inside 
at the end of a beautiful rainbow. 
The ending sucked, but the jour-
Last Tuesday a student went miss-
ing after following the directions on a 
new sign in the SUB advertising the re-
cently added wrap station.
21-year-old Haylee Dorf was last 
seen in the SUB on Mar. 8, with two of 
her best friends. “We were standing in 
the new wrap line when Haylee decid-
ed that she wanted a sandwich instead. 
We were standing right by this large 
whiteboard sign that said ‘sandwich 
line’ with an arrow pointing in the 
complete opposite direction of where 
the actual sandwich station was,” Ash-
ley Upden, one of Haylee’s friends, 
said. “at the time it made sense, maybe 
with all the remodeling the sandwich 
line had moved, but Haylee headed off 
for the other end of the SUB, and then 
we haven’t seen her since.
Campus security is still hopeful that 
Dorf is still somewhere in the SUB. 
“We are currently working on this 
plan to install another sign where the 
first sign is pointing that says ‘Actual 
sandwich line’ with an arrow pointing 
back at the first arrow. Hopefully Ms. 
Dorf will find this new sign, and make 
her way back to the sandwich station. 
We are currently searching the vegan 
station, and plan to expand our search 
to the pasta and Asian station in the 
next few days.” Henry Blinkler, head of 
campus security said.   
Haylee is 6’2” and 149 pounds, with 
short black hair, and green eyes. She 
was last seen wearing an orange rain-
coat, a red Pi Phi hoodie, a black and 
white shirt with horizontal stripes, 
black scar, blue gloves, and no pants. 
Anyone with information on her 
whereabouts is asked to guide her care-
Dear Love Attorney,
My psychoanalyst told me re-
cently that I unconsciously want 
to sleep with my mother. Hear-
ing this, I was quite surprised, 
because I never knew my mother 
and was raised by my dad. In that 
sense, my dad is both my mom 
and my dad. But my analyst told 
me further that I also have latent 
jealousy and hatred towards my 
father because I desire my moth-
er. However, if my dad was sym-
bolically my mom, I don’t think 
I should be jealous of him—for 
they were one and the same (fa-
ther even lost his member in a 
pottery-wheel accident, render-
ing him incredibly similar, physi-
cally, to my mother). This entire 
experience has been, as you can 
imagine, very confusing for me: 
I don’t know who to hate and 
who to lust after (unconscious-
ly, of course). What do you rec-
ommend, Love Attorney? What 
should I feel towards whom?
- Eddy Puss in Vienna
PS. I smell like spoiled sauer-
kraut and I love Mubarak and 
want to kill and eat all the kittens 
of the world.
Dear Eddy,
Ah, how the tables have 
turned! I remember you well, 
Edward. In my Viennese child-
hood, I dreaded the days at 
the kindergarden for nothing 
else than your ceaseless re-
cess-time mockings where by 
you would sit beside me on the 
bench whilst I was speaking to 
a playmate, and whenever I said 
something of the slightest sex-
ual nature you would—like an 
annoying canyon-wall—echo 
back what I said and add “your 
mother” to it. I could never talk 
about my budding penchants 
for pig-wrestling (‘your moth-
er’s  covered in mud’) or taxi-
dermy (‘Your mother looks good 
stuffed’) with you around, and 
you were always around; the fin-
gers of your sauerkraut breath 
brushing softly my shoulder and 
making my ears tremble and 
sweat with anxiety. My young 
and nervous temperament could 
not take your mockery of Moth-
er Attorney. This is why I be-
came interested in law—its lan-
guage is so asexual and boring 
that you could never make it 
dirty.
But such sweetness is revenge 
served up by destiny, for now, 
you—the “your mother”-er of 
my darkest dreams—are ask-
ing me for advice about your 
own Oedipal confusions! Well, 
I won’t give you any advice. So 
enjoy your nerouses, Edward 
Puss.
With Hatred,
The Love Attorney
Student tries new “wrap line,” line okayStudent 
follows 
arrow, 
gets lost
t h e  l u n c h  c r u n c h
cAMPuS AnAtOMY QuIZ
A.) A nose
B.) A chess piece
C.) A rooster
D.) A unicorn horn
E.) Two enormous baseballs 
resting at the base of the Em-
pire State Building
F.) The mouth of awine bottle
G.) The great sword excalibur
H.) A vagina
I.)  A flower
J.) A monster truck!
K.) A dolphin
By VIOLET DANGER
By HARMONY TRELLIS
A FINE LINE: WIth satisfying buildup of anticipation, this line’s main downside is its view of the 
depressing breast cancer cookies.
“ ... it was somewhere in 
between getting one step 
closer to the front of a roller 
coaster line, and getting 
one step closer to the front 
of the line for Justin Bieber 
3D.”
Several students have remarked on this abstract campus 
snow art. “I think it looks like a pinky toe!” freshman Louise 
Haslow said. 
What do you see?
PHOTO COURTESY / GREG NISSEN
FINAL LINE RATING 
(out of 5 lines):
Speed: 
_ _ _ _ (4 lines)
View:
 _ _ (2 lines)
Straightness: 
_ _ _ _ (4 lines)
People watching (Enter-
tainment value): 
_ _ _ _ _ (5 lines)
Product at end of the 
line:
  _ (1 line)
OVERALL RATING:
 _ _ _ _(4 lines)
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Baseball makes early statement as they sweep 
Whitman to open Northwest Conference play
Heads up play: Christian Carter slides safely back to ﬁ rst base.
By ANTHEA AASEN
Th e men’s baseball team got a 
strong start to conference this week-
end with three wins against Whit-
man. Th e Loggers used their phe-
nomenal pitching and help from the 
defense as well as strong showing by 
their off ense to clinch all three wins. 
In game one, sophomore Matt 
Robinson (Lafayette, Calif.) was on 
his game pitching eight innings for 
the Loggers and allowing only six hits 
and one run. Th e Loggers’ off ense 
came alive in the 6th inning with ju-
nior Matt Cox (Salem, Ore.) leading 
off  the inning with a single and then 
senior Chaz Kramer (Boulder, Colo.) 
walked. Both runs scored aft er some 
defense errors by the Missionaries 
and a clutch single by junior Will 
Mentor (Seattle, Wash.). 
Th e off ense fi red up again in the 
8th inning leading to four more runs 
for the Loggers to put the score at 
6-1. Junior Andrew Grady (Cave 
Creek, Ariz.) had two RBIs and then 
came around to score on a hit from 
senior Kainoa Correa (Hilo, Hawaii). 
Th e Loggers pulled out a 6-4 win and 
closed the game with senior Camer-
on Duvall (Lakewood, Wash.) on the 
mound. 
Th e off ense from game one carried 
into game two with freshman Chris-
tian Carter (San Diego, Calif.), senior 
Dakota Resnik (Bellevue, Wash.) and 
Grady all having breakout games. 
Grady especially excelled against the 
Missionaries, as he went four runs 
scored and an RBI. Similarly, Resnik 
had three runs scored and two RBIs. 
On the defensive side, junior Tay-
lor Volz (Portland, Ore.) was cred-
ited with the win and pitched along 
with freshman Jeff  Walton (Carmi-
chael, Calif.), and sophomore Na-
than Aguiar (Los Gatos, Calif.) to 
fi ght off  the off ensive eff orts of Whit-
man. Th is time around, the Loggers 
took no mercy, beating their oppo-
nent 13-4.
In the fi nal game of the series, the 
Loggers completed the sweep and 
beat the Missionaries 12-4. At the 
top of the fourth inning, the Loggers 
were actually losing 2-3. 
However, the Loggers turned it 
around with junior Nick Cherniske 
(Angel Fire, N.M.) being hit with 
a pitch to walk in a run and Carter 
scoring on a balk in the bottom of the 
inning. Th e Loggers blew it open in 
the 5th with  fi ve more runs. Start-
ing with junior Casey Coberly (Boise, 
Idaho) who slammed a triple to score 
Cox, the rest of the inning was a com-
bination of tactful hitting and clutch 
hitting by freshman Addison Melzer 
and Cherniske. 
Freshman pitcher Lucas Stone 
(Ashland, Ore.) and junior Luke En-
glert (Seattle, Wash.) provided the 
defense needed to keep the Mission-
aries at bay for the win on Sunday.
Stone said, “Winning the fi rst 
three games is huge because it sets 
the tone for the season. Th ere were 
some things that we have to fi x, but 
we had a strong series where the fo-
cus was there for 27 innings. It’s go-
ing to take that eff ort and focus every 
time we suit up if we want to compete 
in this conference.”
Next week the Loggers face Whit-
worth, who they split with earlier this 
season in non-conference games. 
Correa said about the upcoming 
games, “We feel really positive about 
the upcoming series with Whitworth. 
In our preseason series, we didn’t 
play to our maximum potential and 
still found a way to split the series. If 
we perform like how we expect our-
selves to and take it a game at a time, 
we feel confi dent that we will come 
home with a series win. It also works 
to our advantage that we are playing 
them at a neutral site in Pasco, Wash-
ington, which forces them to travel as 
the home team.”
Baseball vs. Whitman
Game 1:
W 6-4
Game 2:
W 13-4
Game 3:
W 12-4
Drop Bombs: Matt Cox provided power from the three hole. Softball drops series to Whitworth 
despite their never-say-die attitude
Th e Puget Sound soft ball team 
continued their early season strug-
gle this past weekend against Whit-
worth, dropping four games to the 
Pirates. Although the Loggers could 
not come away with a win against 
Whitworth, the team fought hard in 
all four contests. 
On Saturday, the Loggers fell be-
hind early 4-0 in game one, but be-
gan to battle back on the strength 
of a two-run home run from ju-
nior Chrissy Atterson (Marysville, 
Wash.) in the third. Puget Sound 
struck again in the fourth as junior 
Joleen Monifi lleto (Everett, Wash.) 
doubled home freshman Jenica 
Holt (Pleasanton, Calif.) to make it 
a 4-3 game. 
Whitworth put up two more runs 
in the sixth with a pair of doubles 
that proved to be the diff erence in 
the game. Th e Loggers added one 
more run in the seventh on an RBI 
single from senior Christina Dem-
uelenaere (Lake Stevens, Wash.) but 
could not push across any more and 
fell by a score of 6-4 in the opener. 
Game two proved to be even 
more exciting as it took ten innings 
to decide the winner. 
Both teams came out hot and sat 
at a 4-4 tie aft er the third. Th e Pirates 
took the lead back in the fourth with 
one run and added another in the 
fi ft h and two in the sixth. Heading 
into the bottom of the seventh, the 
Loggers trailed 9-7. Atterson came 
up big for Puget Sound, hitting her 
second home run of the day to bring 
the defi cit to one. 
Junior Aryn Grause (Corvallis, 
Ore.) later scored on a Whitworth 
error to tie the game up and send it 
to extra innings. Whitworth coun-
tered in the top of the eighth with 
a solo home run, but a single in the 
bottom half of the inning by Dem-
uelenaere drove in Monifi lleto to 
tie the game up again and push it 
into the ninth. Th e score remained 
deadlocked until Whitworth posted 
a 3-run top of the tenth. 
Th e Loggers were unable to re-
turn the favor and fell by a score of 
12-9 in game two.
Sunday had all of the same excite-
ment, but unfortunately for Puget 
Sound, also had the same results. 
Whitworth started out game one 
swinging the bats well and jumped 
out to a 3-0 lead in the second and 
added one more in the third. Puget 
Sound put up two runs of their own 
in the bottom half of the third as 
Atterson drove in Demuelenaere 
and Holt with a double. Whitworth 
tacked on two more later in the 
game and kept the Loggers’ bats si-
lent to cap off  the 6-2 victory.
Whitworth sprung out to anoth-
er 3-0 lead in game three aft er the 
fi rst inning and added another three 
runs in the fourth. In the bottom of 
the fourth, the Loggers strung to-
gether three RBI singles to cut the 
Pirates’ lead to 6-3. Whitworth 
piled on four more runs through-
out the game, putting the Loggers in 
a tough spot in the seventh. Puget 
Sound kept things interesting, load-
ing the bases and pushing three 
runs across on a walk, wild pitch 
and an RBI single by Demuelenaere. 
However, the Loggers’ rally was 
cut short and Whitworth closed 
out the four game sweep of Puget 
Sound. Despite the losses, the eff ort 
and heart demonstrated by the Log-
gers was reason for optimism.
“It was really nice to see the team 
battle hard all the way through the 
seventh inning in every game and 
never give up even when we were 
behind. I think that even though 
we lost, they were all hard played 
games,” Atterson said.
Although the Loggers have had a 
rough 0-8 start, there are plenty of 
games left  on the schedule for the 
team to turn things around. Puget 
Sound will take the fi eld again this 
weekend to face George Fox and 
Pacifi c in a make-up series for last 
week’s cancellations.
By ZACH BANKS
Young Gun: Freshman Jennifer Davis winds up for for a pitch.
Good Eye: A Logger batter holds off on a ball low and outside.
Soft ball vs. Whitworth
Game 1:
L 4-6
Game 2:
L 9-12
Game 3:
L 2-6
Game 4:
L 6-10
PHOTO COURTESY /  DAVID PENDLETON
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Tennis
Women vs Col. of Idaho:
W 8-1
Men vs Whitman:
L 1-8
3.95x7_SYK_Affordable_K.indd   2 2/2/11   9:54 AM
Golf teams swing into spring 
season with Logger Invitational
By HANNAH CHASE
Last week marked the spring 
season opener for the Logger golf 
teams.  Th e two day event ended 
with the women placing second and 
the men placing third out of fi ve 
teams.
Th e fi rst day of the Logger Invite 
ended with the women trailing 27 
strokes behind Northern Idaho. Th e 
men were ranked third of fi ve aft er 
the fi rst round. Th is was due in part 
to the great performances of many 
of the members of both teams.
Matt Kitto sat third on the fi rst 
day, leading the Logger men with 
a 72 (+1). Sarah Bicker played a 
strong game of gold leading the 
women 85 (+14). 
However, Northern Idaho was in 
fi rm command of the team lead af-
ter posting a fi rst round score of 375 
(+91).  
Bicker continued to lead the 
women on during the second round. 
She carded the two best rounds of 
the women’s tournament. Bicker 
fi nished strong with an overall score 
of 165 (+23) well ahead of Northern 
Idaho competitor Emily Th orud.  
On the women’s side, Puget 
Sound and Northern Idaho card-
ed identical scores of 363 the sec-
ond day of the tournament, making 
the fi nal two-round score for Puget 
Sound 765 (+197). 
Northern Idaho’s fi nal two-
round score was 738 (+170) giving 
them them the overall victory ahead 
of the Loggers.  
Th e men fi nished third aft er the 
cards were counted on the fi nal day 
with a score of 615 (+47). Although 
the team placed third, Kitto placed 
second overall with an impressive 
144 (+2) two-round score.  
Th e Loggers will next hit the links 
at when they attend the PLU Invi-
tational in Parkland, Wash. over 
spring break.  
Track & Field 
hits the ground 
running at home
Aft er posting some outstanding 
marks and gaining valuable expe-
rience and confi dence, the Logger 
Track & Field team fi nally opened 
their outdoor season on Friday. 
Seattle Pacifi c, Western Washing-
ton and Pacifi c Lutheran joined the 
Loggers for the Quad meet at Pey-
ton Field.  
Despite disappointing team fi n-
ishes, 16 individual Northwest 
Conference qualifying marks were 
recorded during the meet.
On the women’s side, junior An-
drea Leiken (Portland Ore.) ran 
two qualifying times; she ran the 
200 meter dash in 26.58 seconds 
and fi nished the 400 meter 59.88. 
Leiken placed second and third in 
the events respectively.
Two women posted NWC qual-
ifying marks in the 10k as senior 
Marnie Hazelhurst (Portland, Ore.) 
fi nished in just over 39 minutes 
and junior Brooke Peaden (Auro-
ra, Colo.) followed just under 43 
minutes.  Sophomore Carrie Keith 
(Erie, Colo.) qualifi ed for the NWC 
as well as she won the 3000m stee-
plechase in a time of 11 minutes 
and 56 seconds.  
Field event qualifi ers included 
freshman Maggie Rowe (Helena, 
Mont.) in the high jump, junior 
Maya Heck (Corvallis, Ore.) in the 
pole vault, freshman Sarah Stillman 
(Lexington, Ore.) and junior Mag-
gie Klee in the javelin.
Aft er an impressive cross coun-
try season, freshman Robin Har-
kins led the men’s charge, fi nish-
ing third in the 10k with a NWC 
qualifying time of 32 minutes and 
41 seconds. Following Harkins in 
the 10k was sophomore Matt Klein 
(Portland, Ore.) who also recorded 
at NWC qualifying time.
Freshman Joe Cerne (Ravens-
dale, Wash.) made an impressive 
outdoor debut for the Loggers, fi n-
ishing second overall in the jav-
elin. His best throw of 173’-10” 
was good for fourth place all time 
in Puget Sound history and earned 
him a NWC qualifi cation.  
In sprinting events, freshman 
Sean Tyree posted a NWC quali-
fying time of 51.52 seconds in the 
400 meter event while sophomore 
Emerson Sample (Madison, Wisc.) 
qualifi ed in the 400m hurdles with 
a time of 59.81 seconds. Rounding 
out the men’s qualifi cations was 
sophomore Michael Hass (Cuper-
tino, Calif.) who fi nished fi rst over-
all in the long jump with a mark of 
20’-2.5”.
Th e Puget Sound Track & Field 
team was blessed with good weath-
er  on Saturday and 16 athletes 
capitalized to post early qualifying 
marks. As the team continues to 
train and learns how to compete on 
meet days, look for more athletes to 
qualify for the Northwest Confer-
ence Championship Meet.
Women’s tennis cruises while men fall to Missionaries
Th e Logger women dominated 
the College of Idaho last weekend, 
sweeping in singles and losing just 
one match in doubles play.
Th e Loggers took two of the three 
doubles games, while the College of 
Idaho took the third doubles game. 
Junior Madison Holtz (Honolu-
lu, Hawaii) and sophomore Maddie 
Th iesse (Chanhassen, Minn.) took 
the fi rst game, winning 8-3, while 
freshmen Logan Th ompson (Dec-
orah, Iowa) and Marissa Friedman 
(Novato, Calif.) took game two 8-2. 
Th e impressive portion of the 
day, and the clincher for the Logger 
women, came in the singles match-
es. Th e women went a perfect 6-0 to 
fi nish out the match perfect in sin-
gles play. 
Th ompson looked strong as she 
fi nished up a perfect set against her 
opponent, while Friedman took a 
victory as well. Junior Devin Fields 
(San Francisco, Calif.) came in 
strong and posted a win in singles 
play, along with freshman Jenna 
Gerdsen (Honolulu, Hawaii) and 
Th iesse. Holtz won a tough match 
against a strong opponent to round 
out the singles sweep and ensure the 
Logger victory against College of 
Idaho.
Th e men did not fare as well 
as the women, but put up a tough 
fi ght against the 19th ranked Whit-
man Missionaries. Th e one Loggers 
victory came in the fi nal doubles 
match where Mike Cutter (Colora-
do Springs, Colo.) and Alex Harri-
son (Southborough, Mass.) defeat-
ed a pair of Missionaries 8-2. 
Th e singles matches did not 
fall the way of the Loggers despite 
strong showings by all the players. 
Sophomore Ben Miller (Silver-
dale, Wash.) stated that “it was a dis-
appointing loss, but [they] played 
hard with good energy.” Adding 
that he, along with the rest of the 
team, feel that they are “fi nally close 
to turning the corner and becoming 
a threat in the conference.” 
Th e Loggers fought hard against a 
national powerhouse and learned a 
lot about themselves as a team. 
With the growth they’ve already 
had since the start of this young 
season, the Whitman Missionaries 
might have a tougher time down-
ing the Loggers a second time when 
they face each other April 9.
Tough Day: Men’s tennis managed only one win vs. Whitman.
By TYLER VLASAK
Lead Leg: Sophomore Myles McDonald clears a hurdle ahead of a competititor on Saturday. 
By DAVID SKOLNIK
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The Puget Sound Trail
By CHELSEA TSUCHIDA
Driving down Pacific Ave. at 
night, you might almost miss the 
recently opened Cheers if it were 
not for the neon beer signs light-
ing up the windows and the un-
lit “Cheers” sign facing the street. 
Cheers is a sports bar and grill with 
great food, a large alcohol selection, 
about 20 40 inch screen TVs and a 
friendly staff.  
Immediately confronted by a 
six-foot-something bouncer with 
a goatee that reached his chest and 
an interestingly shaved head, I was 
not sure if I was at Cheers, which is 
self-advertised on their web site as a 
“great place to bring your family.” 
Surprisingly, this large man had 
an equally large sense of humor and 
made my friends and me smile im-
mediately. 
“It’s Chuck E. Cheese for sports 
fans,” Rebecca Pollock, a Puget 
Sound student, said.  
Although there were not many 
families there, it was not at all what 
you might imagine when you envi-
sion a sports bar. Although the back 
bar itself is well-stocked and not 
much different than any other es-
tablishment, the two red Budweiser 
wagons above it and the hanging 
lights more typical of a coffee shop 
than a sports bar gives it a playful, 
approachable aesthetic. 
Painted chocolate brown wooden 
beams and white vents surround 
your head, while you sit at dark 
cherry wood tables on newly uphol-
stered chairs and booths in printed 
olive green material. 
When combined with the cobble-
stone fireplace, located towards the 
back, and the dim-but-not-dark 
lighting, these elements create a 
warm, comfortable atmosphere 
typical of any sports bar but with-
out the dinginess.
With three TVs above the bar, 
five opposite the bar, several sur-
rounding the central area and the 
rest placed stategically around the 
establishment, you will always be 
able to see the game, whether it be 
football, basketball or poker. 
In addition to the TVs, Cheers 
also has four pool tables, complete 
with red Budweiser lights above 
them, and dartboards in the middle 
of the establishment, marked by the 
parque floor. 
Unfortunately, if you are under 
21 you must remain on “this side 
of the bar”. However, you are still 
allowed access to the food and big 
screen TVs. 
The menu at Cheers is not much 
different than what you would nor-
mally expect of a sports bar. How-
ever, Cheers food is all of the taste 
without all the grease. 
One of their specialties is their 
“stuffers,” which are basically burg-
ers stuffed with, well…stuff. But 
proceed with caution, these stuffers 
are meant for those who aren’t 
afraid to get a little messy. Cheers 
stuffers cost around $12. If you’re 
not that hungry, the starter sliders 
are a good way to go.
“I ordered the house salad with 
Italian dressing. The dressing was 
really good and the cucumbers were 
really fresh. Overall the salad was 
good but some of the lettuce was 
not fresh so I couldn’t eat the whole 
salad because it didn’t taste good. I 
really liked that they used a mixture 
of different types of lettuce though, 
and I would go to Cheers again after 
my experience,” Pollock said. Sal-
ads run between $7 and $11. 
“The food was OK, nothing spe-
cial,” sophomore Lauren Petersen 
said. “What they advertised didn’t 
come with my food (shredded let-
tuce with tartar sauce, but came 
with leaf lettuce and tomatoes). The 
fries were good. Ample portion size. 
I could have found similar meal for 
a cheaper price at Frisko Freeze and 
it would have been just as tasty.” 
It seems as though there are 
mixed feelings about the food at 
Cheers. But I think part of the fun 
of going to Cheers is the atmo-
sphere. The aesthetics are pleasant 
and it is a good mix of energy and 
relaxation. 
The crowd at Cheers looks to be 
a bit older than the college crowd. 
Most of the people in there were 
in their late 20s or older and there 
weren’t many students. 
But perhaps this slightly older 
crowd adds to Cheers’ comfort-
able, laid-back—and as one person 
pointed out, very “Washingto-
nian”—atmosphere. 
However, this is not to say that 
there is a lack of energy. As ex-
pected in any sports bar, you can 
still find those avid sports fans who 
stand up, clap and cheer at the big 
screens as if their favorite teams can 
hear them. 
Cheers, located at 2611 Pacific 
Ave., is near Elephant Car Wash 
and the Tacoma Dome. So if you 
are seeing a concert or an event at 
the Dome, or even getting your car 
washed, you should check out this 
low-key, high quality sports bar just 
a short drive away. 
To check out their menu, go 
online to http://cheersdowntown.
com/. 
Cheers brings relaxation downtown
By LEAH WEITZ
Rowan Carrick: she’s a 19-year 
old Puget Sound freshman with 
curly blonde hair, an interest in 
English studies, a spot in the S.U.B. 
work force and a near constant ball 
of workload-related stress festering 
in her stomach. She’s also a profes-
sional recording artist.
“When I was growing up, my 
dad used to play the chanter and 
sing me songs—the chanter is the 
reed instrument that connects to 
bagpipes—so I started singing with 
him,” Carrick said. “We’d make up 
little jigs. I wrote my first song when 
I was three.”
The song, called “Some Washing 
Hanging Up,” was about laundry 
being hung out to dry.
Since this first piece, Carrick has 
written and recorded hundreds of 
songs ranging in subject from love 
and heartbreak to explorations of 
dreams, nostalgia and death. 
She began piano lessons at age six, 
and has since learned to play guitar. 
She also plays some more unique 
instruments. “I play the ukulele, the 
plastic button 
a c c o r d i o n , 
recorder, har-
monica very 
humbly, only 
within the 
safety of key 
ranges, and a 
little bit of the 
chanter,” she 
said. “Oh, also 
the kazoo.”
Carrick de-
scribes her 
music as “very Kimya Dawson,” but 
with more of a pop influence. “And 
then there are the good old heartfelt 
piano ballads,” she said with a smile. 
When asked what other artists 
she sounds like, she said, “I always 
feel weird answering that because all 
I can think of is I sound like me—
but I have been told that my voice is 
similar to Edie Brickell or the singer 
from the Cranberries. I always liked 
to think [that] I sang like Jenny Lew-
is or Emily 
Haines, but 
I mostly 
just want to 
marry both 
of them.” 
W h i l e 
in high 
school, she 
r e c o r d e d 
her first 
studio al-
bum at Al-
tered State 
Records, at the recommendation of 
a family friend. 
“Their studio is called Strawbale 
Studio, and it’s made out of straw 
bales,” Carrick said. “They are the 
friendliest, most helpful people.”
The CD, entitled Staying Dry, for 
one of its tracks, was made available 
both on iTunes and as a physical 
disc. It features 14 tracks, with all 
lyrics and music written and per-
formed by Carrick.
Since the release of Staying Dry 
Carrick has juggled academics with 
her music career (limited to writing 
and recording in private), perform-
ing at open mics and advertising her 
album. 
“I’ve been so busy since college,” 
she said. “But [during] spring break, 
I plan on recording at least 500 
songs...or five.” 
She is optimistic about the sum-
mer, and plans on going back to the 
studio.
The greatest difficulty is promo-
tion, she claims. “It’s hard to be like 
‘hey, go buy my CD’ randomly,” 
she said. “I still have like 400 physi-
cal copies [of my first CD] sitting 
around my house.”
More information about Carrick 
and her music career are available 
on her web site, rowancarrick.com.
Alternative
arts exposé
By MICHAEL LEVETON
Brace yourselves for what you’re 
about to hear: contrary to popular 
belief, Tacoma in fact does have 
a pretty interesting set of alterna-
tives to your typical house-party. 
Consider this as a short-list of some 
of the most intriguing forms of al-
ternative entertainment in Pierce 
County.
Tallhouse Arts Consortium
The Tallhouse Arts Consortium 
is a circus-variety troupe based out 
of Olympia which puts on shows in 
Olympia, Tacoma, Seattle and other 
surrounding areas. Acts generally 
include juggling, aerial fabric, tra-
peze, contortion and partner acro-
batics. 
Most recently, the Tallhouse 
Arts Consortium put on a western-
themed Valentine’s Day show titled 
“Kiss Me or I will Shoot You” at the 
Brotherhood Lounge in Olympia, 
which featured Puget Sound alum-
na, contortionist and former Cirque 
du Sound president Jacki Ward. 
Sara Sparrow, a TAC troupe 
member, also performs profession-
ally for Teatro Zinzanni in Seattle, 
as well as the Aerialistas, an Olym-
pia-based aerialist troupe. In short, 
the shows are well worth the (often) 
modest cover charge, but unfortu-
nately are only accessible to those 
21 and over.
Gritty City Sirens
Those of you who were around 
for Tacoma’s First Night on New 
Year’s Eve may have seen the debut 
of the Gritty City Sirens, a Tacoma-
based burlesque troupe. Although 
they have made only a handful of 
appearances since their debut, the 
troupe of five women puts on a fun 
and saucy performance, with all of 
the attitude and pomp and circum-
stance that one expects of burlesque. 
They have hitherto performed for 
free at various venues, but may be 
restricted to audiences 21 and over. 
Keep your eyes open for this up-
and-coming troupe. 
Dockyard Derby Dames
Dockyard Derby Dames is 
the official Pierce County Roller 
Derby league. Competitions are 
hosted throughout Pierce County, 
with one coming up on April 2 at 
Pierce College. Highly competitive 
and fast-paced, the average price 
of DDD tickets—a modest $5—is 
more than worth the price to watch 
war on rollerblades. 
Minors rejoice! Unlike the for-
mer two, Dockyard Derby Dames’ 
matches are generally open to all 
ages. 
Student Rowan Carrick records Staying Dry
Latest Addition: With pool tables, a full bar and good food, Cheers gives the area a much needed boost of fun. 
“I play the ukulele, the plastic 
button accordion, recorder, 
harmonica very humbly, only 
within the safety of key ranges, 
and a little bit of the chanter. Oh, 
also the kazoo.”
—Rowan Carrick
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Campus drum circle picks up tempo with students
By TOMMY STONE
Shock value is nothing new to Ra-
diohead. With a fanbase comprised 
mostly of college kids and adults 
who’ve been avid listeners since the 
mid-1990s, the British alternative 
rock band is aware that their fans love 
to be shocked. Although the music is 
good, Radiohead’s brand new release, 
The King of Limbs, doesn’t pack the 
same punch thematically as past al-
bums.
1997 saw their release of OK Com-
puter, a disturbing premonition of a 
future controlled by mind-numbing 
pharmaceutical drugs, artificial intel-
ligence and technology. Ten years and 
four albums later saw their release of 
In Rainbows—which alone was a rev-
olutionary shock to the music busi-
ness. The band offered the album for 
download on their web site for free, 
asking fans to donate whatever they 
wished with its “purchase.” 
With torrents increasingly out-
numbering legal music purchases 
on iTunes or in physical form, Ra-
diohead’s lead singer, Thom Yorke, 
seemed particularly in demand of a 
system-wide reform for the music 
business with In Rainbows. 
When Radiohead’s eighth studio 
album, The King of Limbs, was re-
leased for download on Feb. 18,  a day 
prior to its initially projected release, 
it was a statement in itself. With little 
advertisement and the all-time short-
est length for a Radiohead LP, the 
band seemed to demand controversy 
over The King of Limbs. 
The King of Limbs is a great release, 
but there’s nothing terribly ground-
breaking when compared to other 
Radiohead albums.
Listening to the first track, “Bloom,” 
I imagine the slow transformation of 
a blooming flower as echoing synths 
and Thom Yorke’s wandering, psy-
chedelic vocals frolic around the frag-
mented drums. This song seems like 
a continuation of the style of In Rain-
bows’ opening tracks, “15 Step” and 
“Bodysnatchers.” “Bloom” is a major 
highlight.
“Morning Mr. Magpie” is a classic, 
icy Radiohead track, where Yorke’s 
voice sends haunting chills down 
your spine. It’s another highlight of 
the album, immediately demand-
ing attention with the accusing line 
“You’ve got some nerve comin’ here 
/ You stole it off, give it back.”
A sinister guitar riff, relentlessly 
pounding like a hammer, opens the 
third track, “Little By Little.” The song 
sounds creepy, rundown almost to 
the point of sounding as if it’s about 
to fall apart, little by little.
Glimmering synths and bass riffs 
augment but are hardly centerpieces 
of the songs. Even Yorke’s voice is 
hardly distinguishable, often too 
drowned out by distortion.
“Lotus Flower” is Yorke’s most 
vocally impressive song of the al-
bum. Sure, his signature falsetto has 
hit alarming heights on past albums 
but the sheer beauty of his voice as 
he croons, “There’s an empty space 
inside my heart,” leaves the listener 
wanting more. The swaying synths 
and smooth percussion provide the 
song with a jazzy ambience. 
The album slows down for the se-
renely sedative piano ballad, “Codex.” 
If you’re in the right mood for it (sad, 
confused, contemplative, etc.), the 
lyrics of “Codex” are beautiful and 
haunting. 
As a sucker for acoustic songs, I tal-
ly “Giving Up The Ghost” as another 
of the album’s better songs. It is here 
that the listener feels the album begin-
ning to reach its end. The song builds 
with gorgeous vocal harmonies and 
synths, all to the beat of an acoustic 
guitar.
The dreamy “Separator,” is a ma-
jor highlight of the album. The song 
takes its time, but about halfway 
through, twinkling guitar riffs start 
to materialize as Yorke’s harmonies 
become more elaborate and beautiful. 
Pleadingly, he repeats the final lyrics 
of the album “Wake me up, wake me 
up.” The end of the song seems rather 
abrupt, which is probably intentional, 
knowing Radiohead.
The King of Limbs is evidence that 
one of the more influential alterna-
tive bands of the 1990s is impres-
sively continuing to make great mu-
sic. However, with Radiohead’s past 
albums, fans saw them charting new 
ground with almost every new re-
lease. With The King of Limbs how-
ever, Radiohead didn’t do much to 
reinvent themselves.
It’s a great album, but it doesn’t 
seem to be asking many big questions, 
musically or socially, like past albums 
did—for many listeners, upon reach-
ing the end of “Separator,” the only 
question they’re left with is, “That’s 
it?”
Radiohead’s King of Limbs leaves unanswered questions 
All about the groove: Loggers relax and let the beat take over.
By CHRISTINE LUNDMARK
My first night with Puget Sound’s 
very own drum circle club was cer-
tainly one for the books. 
Senior Alex Frost, the group’s 
president and founder, ushered me 
into the basement of Kilworth Cha-
pel with a djembe under one arm 
and a bucket full of drum sticks in 
the other. 
“Don’t worry,” he said, “it’s a lot 
of fun. Everyone really enjoys them-
selves.” 
Unlike Frost, who has been 
drumming for several years, I have 
absolutely no rhythmic skill. I have 
avoided drum circles like the plague, 
afraid to embarrass myself in front 
of people who actually know some-
thing about it. 
“Nobody had much experience 
when we started,” Frost reassured 
me, “but everyone picked it up re-
ally fast.” Frost was right, as I quick-
ly found out. It’s really hard to suck 
when you’ve got a group of great 
people drumming around you. 
The drum circle, which has an at-
tendance of anywhere between six 
and ten people per week (and some-
times more!) is comprised of a won-
derful mix of students. 
Aside from Frost, core members 
include Alex Greene, Mike Schmidt, 
Lydia Kleine and others, all of 
whom were drawn to the club for 
various reasons. 
After all, it’s hard to say “no” to 
an invitation from Frost, whose af-
fable personality has drawn in the 
majority of participants. 
To start the evening off, Frost 
directed us in a preliminary warm 
up. After choosing our instruments 
(I grabbed a pair of drumsticks be-
cause I wasn’t quite brave enough 
for a drum yet), Frost began a steady 
beat on his djembe. One by one, ev-
eryone slowly joined in, each adding 
their own peculiar rhythm. 
I found myself completely en-
tranced, entirely sucked into the 
rhythms that circled the room in 
ever shifting patterns. After playing 
piano for several years, I had forgot-
ten what it was like to play in an en-
semble, and I’m happy to report that 
it was a nearly mystical experience. 
Once the group had sufficiently 
warmed up, hands tingling from 
smacking drums, cowbells and 
drumsticks (or even a wok), Frost 
looked up and said, “All right. Lights 
off?” Everyone nodded their heads 
and Frost flipped off the lights. This 
time, Schmidt started the beat, and 
slowly everyone rejoined, less self-
conscious now that darkness had 
consumed the room. 
Participating in a drum circle for 
the first time was pretty incredible. 
Music is truly the best form of com-
munication, and drum circles create 
an environment to maximize that 
communication. 
Nobody knows whose idea is 
whose as a particular pattern makes 
its way around the room, become 
engulfed, swallowed, and then re-
emerges in each person’s hands. If 
you haven’t been to a drum circle 
before, I highly recommend it. 
Luckily for us all, drum circle club 
meets every Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. 
in Kilworth basement. It’s open to 
anyone, and all are encouraged to 
grab the closest drum (bucket, pot, 
pan, guitar or anything else they can 
scrape up) and join in. 
More than just drumming:
The small group is perfect 
for intimate discussion.
Kilworth jam session: Every Wednesday night students grab a set of bongo drums and head to the chapel basement. 
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Yorke’s latest: New EP can’t live up to old RH standards. 
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